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Foreword

The AmhArA region contributes significantly to the overall production of Ethi-
opia’s agricultural sector, making the country self-sufficient in food. Various 

sector policies and strategies supporting the sector have been introduced and 
adopted to reduce poverty and ensure sustainable development, aiming for 
the country to reach middle-income status. Although agricultural production 
and productivity have increased, most production still comes from millions of 
smallholder farmers operating at the subsistence level, with limited concern for 
marketing and commercial aspects.

The first phase of AgroBIG has been supporting the commercialization efforts 
in the region focusing on two selected woredas, Mecha and Fogera, with high 
irrigation potential in the Lake Tana Growth Corridor. In line with the Ethiopian 
Government’s Growth and Transformation Plan, strategic interventions are un-
der way, particularly in supporting the development of selected value chains for 
horticulture, maize and rice. Efforts are being made to establish business models 
and linkages in the selected value chains that together with capacity building ef-
forts will contribute towards improving competitiveness and profitability. A set 
of unique financing mechanisms is now readily available to support investments 
along these value chains, which will further improve the livelihoods of smallholder 
farmers and entrepreneurs and benefit actors along the chain.  

The Amhara Regional Government appreciates the contributions that AgroBIG 
is making to the economy. Improving seed supply systems, upgrading the Biko-
lo Abay Horticultural Skills Training Centre, supporting the Regional Market 
Information System and co-financing the Horticulture Terminal Market in Bahir 
Dar will significantly improve the market system. AgroBIG has also contributed 
to building the capacity of farmers’ organizations (cooperatives and the Koga 
Union) and the private sector through availing grant funds in order to foster their 
role in input–output marketing and agro-processing. 

Finland has been a major development partner to the Amhara region over many 
years, supporting poverty-reduction efforts not only in the agriculture sector but 
also water supply and environmental sanitation, land administration, primary 
education and private-sector development. Still, much remains to be done. The 
efforts underway to create jobs for the rural youths and women should be further 
reinforced so that they can become value chain actors and integrated in the market 
system, which relates directly to value addition and agro-processing.

Finally, I would like to seize this opportunity to thank the people and government 
of Finland for its unreserved support to the Amhara region. I am confident that 
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the second phase of AgroBIG will build upon the successes of the first phase and 
establish a sustainable market system involving all actors, focusing much on the 
private sector and the development of agribusinesses. The regional government 
is fully committed to realize the objectives of AgroBIG II. 

H.E. Ato Gedu Andargachew

Regional President of the Amhara National State
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Preface

Agriculture is A very old practice in the Amhara region in the northern Ethi-
opian highlands. About 16 million people there depend on agricultural 

activities for their livelihoods, and 90% of them are members of farming coop-
eratives. The conditions for farming are good, with enough sunlight, fertile soil 
and abundant water. In spite of the great potential, poverty remains widespread, 
with an average farm covering only two-fifths of a hectare. Value chains in the 
agricultural sector in Amhara are weak, and investment in the development of 
new technologies is inadequate. In its Second Growth and Transformation Plan, 
the Ethiopian government has chosen to enhance the productivity of farming 
livelihoods, promote the private sector’s role in agricultural value chains, and 
enhance farmers’ investments to halt soil degradation. 

Finland’s development approach is outlined in its Government Report on De-
velopment Policy, published in February 2016. Reducing poverty and inequality 
is one of its main objectives. Reinforcing developing countries’ economies to 
generate jobs and improve livelihoods and well-being is one of the four priori-
ties of Finnish development cooperation in 2016–2019, together with the rights 
of women and girls.

Finland supports sustainable development and employment in the Amhara re-
gion through the bilateral agricultural value development project, AgroBIG. This 
project aims to provide decent and sustainable agriculture-based livelihoods to 
people in rural Amhara. The pilot phase of the AgroBIG project has focused in 
the value chains of onions, potatoes, rice and maize. Agricultural productivity 
in these crops has increased, and value chains have developed. This success has 
boosted a more market-oriented approach where producers’ and potential buyers’ 
interests meet and markets have been created. The AgroBIG pilot phase clearly 
indicates that this has improved farmers’ income and enlarged the livelihood 
basis in rural Amhara. The second phase, to begin in July 2017, will support a 
larger variety of value chains in an increasingly market-led drive.

Greater commercial orientation in the agricultural sector is necessary to help mi-
cro-, small and medium enterprises to emerge, and to create and sustain decent 
jobs in value chains, also for the landless. This is particularly important for the 
socioeconomic inclusion of the region’s increasing number of youth. The second 
phase will further promote female and youth entrepreneurship in agricultural 
value chains.

Climate variability remains a concern, as Ethiopia is enduring its second con-
secutive year of severe drought in 2017. In Amhara, erosion and environmental 
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degradation are crucial problems, with about 1 billion tonnes of fertile soil washing 
down the Blue Nile every year. Hence, the sustainability of people’s livelihoods is 
seriously threatened. The AgroBIG project, together with the agricultural exten-
sion services in Amhara, promotes activities to improve farmers’ preparedness for 
climate variability. These activities include soil and water conservation measures 
and other climate-resilient practices. The project also enhances climate resilience 
by increasing farmers’ productivity and enlarging their livelihood basis.

The Second Growth and Transformation Plan marks a clear shift towards a more 
private-sector-friendly and market-oriented vision. This has further opened the 
dialogue between the Embassy of Finland and the Amhara regional authorities to 
enhance the private sector’s role in agricultural growth and to remove obstacles 
to a more market-led value chain development. This book will serve as a tool for 
policy dialogue and as a resource base for decision makers to orient their public 
policies towards enterprise development and manufacturing.

H.E. Ms Helena Airaksinen

Ambassador of Finland in Ethiopia, Djibouti and South Sudan
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Sinteyahu has a growing business supplying packaged 
potato crisps to retailers and consumers in Bahir Dar
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1 Learning to fry

WAlk Around the streets of Bahir Dar, the capital of the Amhara region, 
and you are likely to come across a vendor sitting at an electric-powered 

deep-fryer. She loads thinly sliced potatoes into the hot oil, and allows them to 
sizzle. She twists a piece of paper into a cone, removes the crisps from the fryer, 
allows the oil to drain out, adds salt, and tips them into the cone. It’s a welcome 
snack for groups of young Bahir Darians who stroll around town in the evening.

The potato-frying business is fairly new: it started only 4–5 years ago. But already 
it is generating income and jobs for a substantial number of both women and 
men. Now, AgroBIG, the Programme for Agro-Business Induced Growth in the 
Amhara National Regional State, is helping the industry to become more efficient. 
This Finnish-funded development programme organizes the crisp-makers into 
groups so they can find cheaper, reliable supplies of potatoes and oil. It trains them 
in marketing, accounting and savings, and links them with potential markets.

Ms Sinteyahu (pictured on page 1) is one of the women who has benefited. She 
fries sambusas (a pastry wrapped around lentils and vegetables) and potato 
chips and crisps to sell to customers near the hospital in Bahir Dar. Through the 
AgroBIG programme, she learned simple accounting and marketing. She realized 
that if she packaged her crisps in sealed plastic bags, they would remain fresh for 
longer. She convinced the Tigist Supermarket to sell the crisps, and now supplies 
it with 150 packets a week. Each packet is labelled “Sinte crisps” and carries her 
phone number so satisfied clients know where to get more.

Ms Tigist, the owner of the supermarket, likes the arrangement. She had tried 
other suppliers, but they were not reliable. And Sinteyahu’s quality is excellent. 

The crisps are not oily or too salty, and 
they taste good: “Everybody is buying, 
even the foreigners”, Tigist says.

Sinteyahu is expanding her business. 
She has bought a heat-sealer (neater 
and more reliable than the common 
method of folding the opening and 
melting the plastic with a candle). She 
wants to buy two more fryers and a ve-
hicle to distribute her products around 
the town.

Sinte crisps: a quality snack
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Along the value chain
Next time you bite into a potato crisp – perhaps one fried by Sinteyahu herself – 
take a moment to think about how that tasty morsel of energy-filled carbohydrate 
got into your hands, or into your mouth. It started out life as a seed potato, which 
a farmer planted in a ready-ploughed and ridged field. From this tuber grew a 
potato plant, which the farmer tended carefully: watering it, protecting it from 
pests and diseases, and weeding the field. At the end of the season, the farmer 
harvested the potatoes, cleaned off the excess soil and sorted them by size and 
grade. The farmer sold the tubers to a trader, who loaded them on a lorry to take 
them to town. The trader sold them to a processor (like Sinteyahu) who washed, 
sliced, fried and packaged them. The processor then sold the bags of crisps to a 
retailer, who sold them to you.

At each stage in this value chain, the person who owns the potato (or the result-
ing crisps) does something to add value to it. The farmer grows the seed into 
plants and harvests the tubers. The trader bulks the produce from many farmers 
and transports it to the processor. The processor turns the potatoes into packets 
of crisps. The retailer sells the packets at a convenient location where you, the 
consumer, can buy them.

The actors in the value chain rely on a range of services. Researchers develop 
suitable varieties of potato. A seed-supplier produces the original seed. Exten-
sion staff provide advice on how to grow the crop and control pests. Transport 
firms move potatoes from the village to the processor and from the processor to 
the retailer.

One of the most important services is finance. Microfinance institutions loan 
money to the farmer to buy seed and fertilizer, and to the trader to cover the 
cost of purchasing lots of potatoes. A bank lends money to the processor to buy 
equipment. 

Each actor in the chain adds value to the product, and each one must make a 
profit for the chain to function. Without one of the actors, the chain would cease 
to function, and everyone would lose. Without finances and other services, the 
chain would also cease to function.

Constraints in the chain
Alas, things do not always work as smoothly as the description above suggests. 
Farmers often cannot get, or afford, the seed and other inputs they need. They 
do not know how to get a good yield from their land. Their crops fall victim to 
pests, diseases and weeds. Inappropriate harvesting methods and postharvest 
handling may reduce the quality of the output. Produce is not sorted, graded, 
packaged and transported properly. Storage facilities are inadequate.
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When it comes to marketing, problems also abound. Farmers and traders have 
different interests and often distrust each other. Farmers lack information on 
current market prices or alternative buyers. Brokers, who act on behalf of traders 
to arrange purchases, often collude to impose low prices and deny farmers any 
choice. Most farmers sell individually, so lack bargaining power. They sell raw 
produce, without processing it to raise its value.

Some of these constraints relate to the individuals concerned: farmers, traders or 
processors may lack the knowledge and skills required. Or the problem may be 
with the equipment and infrastructure: pumps, threshers or warehouses may not 
be available. And sometimes the constraints are institutional: supply chains may 
fail, extension services are inadequate, farmers are unorganized, cooperatives are 
ineffective and poorly linked to potential buyers. Very often a combination of 
such factors conspires to restrict productivity and profitability.
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2 The AgroBIG approach

Agrobig Aims to tAp opportunities and overcome constraints in agricultural  
value chains. It started off with two – onions and potatoes – and later added 

maize and rice. It has conducted an in-depth study of each chain to understand 
how they work, what the main constraints and potentials are, and what might 
be the most promising types of interventions. 

Three components
AgroBIG has three interlinked components: value chain development, service 
delivery, and access to finance.

Value chain development
The programme assists the value chain actors – the farmers, traders, processors 
and their organizations who add value to the product. It does this in various ways. 
It helps them to become more productive and efficient, for example, by enabling 
farmers to get the right seed and teaching them how to grow a healthy crop. It 
helps farmers get organized into cooperatives to sort and grade their produce 
and sell it as a group, which fetches a higher price. It helps to establish or upgrade 
agribusinesses, for example by improving storage facilities and helping small 
enterprises obtain equipment to process and package the product ready for sale. 
It improves markets and develops networks, for example by putting sellers and 
potential buyers in touch with each other and by establishing platforms where 
various stakeholders can discuss problems in the chain and identify solutions.

Service delivery
The programme improves the capacity of both private and public sector service 
providers who support the value chain actors. For example, it improves the supply 
of certified seed, trains young entrepreneurs to set up pest control or threshing 
services, and helps cooperatives get scales to weigh produce and carts to transport 
it. It also upgrades the skills of extension workers who advise farmers on good 
agricultural practices.
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Figure 2. AgroBIG core components and major intervention areas

Core components Major intervention areas

Value chains
 ● Onions
 ● Potatoes
 ● Maize
 ● Rice

 ● Organization development 
 ● Production improvement
 ● Agribusiness development
 ● Market development 
 ● Networking and partnership 

Services
Develop capacity to deliver services

 ● Private sector 
 ● Public sector 

Access to finance

 ● Value Chain Fund
 ● Matching Grant Fund
 ● Innovation, Demonstration and Research Fund
 ● Loan Fund
 ● Mobile money
 ● Financial education
 ● Warehouse receipts

Access to finance
AgroBIG offers a range of financial services, tailored to different needs. Phase I 
has had four funding instruments. Groups of farmers, cooperatives and small 
enterprises can apply for a grant from the value chain fund to pay for small 
items of equipment such as a pump, thresher or scales. The applicant has to cover 
15% of the cost of the equipment. A matching grant fund aims to cover larger 
investments such as warehouses and rice mills; applicants must cover 50% of 
the cost. An innovation, demonstration and research fund provides grants for 
innovations, demonstration and research activities. And a loan fund provides 
short-term working capital loans for various activities along the chain. Other in-
itiatives educate farm families (especially women) in financial literacy, promote 
mobile money services, and support a warehouse receipt scheme.
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Table 1. Value chain constraints and AgroBIG interventions

Constraint AgroBIG interventions

Input supply

Seed supply system informal and seeds of poor 
quality

Introduced formal community seed system de-
velopment and promoted onion seed production 
as a business

Increased the supply of potato tuber seeds by 
improving the capacity of research institute and 
cooperatives

Limited supply and improper use of inputs: 
seeds, fertilizer, pesticides etc. (poor soil fertility)

Established and supported agro-dealers as 
commercial service providers: chemical spray-
ing, pump maintenance, well-drilling and tractor 
mechanization 

Frequent occurrence of pests and diseases Created awareness about safe application of 
chemicals and integrated pest management

Production

Shortage of water to irrigate for long period Introduced water-lifting technologies to avoid 
shortages and expand irrigable area

Absence/limited use of farm tools technology for 
rice

Demonstrated and introduced rice weeding, row 
planting and harvesting technologies at cooper-
ative level

Poor knowledge of good agricultural practices Provided capacity building through demonstra-
tions, training, preparation of manuals

Limited agricultural extension services Built the capacity of extension service providers

Conducted studies to develop knowledge
Insufficient working capital and difficulty to ac-
cess credit 

Established three grant funds: Value Chain 
Fund, Matching Grant Fund, Innovation, Demon-
stration and Research Fund 

Harvesting and postharvest

Onions have short shelf life Exposed farmers to experiences in Kobo and 
Shoa Robit to lengthen the shelf life 

Introduced sorting and grading with ETfruit
Traditional maize threshing techniques laborious 
and produce low-quality grain

Demonstrated and introduced threshers 

Labour required to harvest potatoes Demonstrated potato diggers
Lack of adequate product handling and storage 
facilities 

Constructed storage and collection centres for 
cooperatives. 

Constructed potato diffuse light storage 

Introduced plastic bags for rice and maize
Transport from farm to collection points Introduced plastic crates 

Introduced mule-drawn carts
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Constraint AgroBIG interventions

Processing

Lack of processing facilities and limited options 
for onions and potatoes 

Poor rice processing technology

Conducted studies on technology options

Provided grant fund and business development 
services

Marketing

Brokers control trading practices

Poor coordination and lack of trust among mar-
ket actors 

Established multi-stakeholder platform for linking 
producers and buyers, creating healthy trading 
practices, networking, building relationship and 
action planning 

Minimum involvement of cooperatives in collec-
tion, aggregation and trading

Strengthened farmers’ cooperatives for output 
marketing 

Low producers’ margins Link farmers directly to markets through their 
cooperatives

Traditional weighing scales unreliable Introduced calibrated scales
Absence of reliable market information 

Price fluctuations

Seasonal glut in supply

Established market information system

Communicated current price information

Established minimedia centres in kebeles

Supported regular radio broadcasts of prices and 
production tips

Poor market infrastructure Supported the construction of market facilities 
and roadside kiosks

Consumer awareness towards local rice (both 
milled and parboiled) 

Supported trade fairs and bazaars

Limited involvement of cooperatives in collection, 
aggregation and trading 

Provided training 

Built the capacity of cooperatives in terms of 
market facilities and marketing concept

Facilitated market linkages 
Farmers are not selling paddy rice to the market 
(selling poorly milled rice)

Promoted cooperative rice warehouse receipt 
and marketing system

Institutional buyers prefer not to buy broken 
maize

Improved maize quality through postharvest 
training and introduction of maize thresher

Lack of contract enforcement Worked through multi-stakeholder platform and 
created awareness
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Cross-cutting issues
Three issues cut across all AgroBIG’s work: gender equality, support for the most 
vulnerable, and environmentally sustainable development.

Gender equality
Women face extra disadvantages in 
male-dominated Amhara society. 
Men and women in Ethiopia often 
play typical roles. Selling vegetables, 
for example, is usually something that 
women do, while handling machinery 
is a man’s job. 

The programme tries to overcome 
such barriers in various ways. The 
programme tries to ensure that women 
attend meetings and training courses, 
and that they participate actively and 
have a chance to express their views. 
It has held courses especially for 
women on subjects such as agronomy, 
home economics and food processing. 
Around 40% of the people trained in 
media have been women. Overall, 
though, the involvement of women 
has been low: only 11% of the more 
than 12,000 people who have attended 
training, exchange visits and field days 
have been women.

AgroBIG supports interventions likely 
to interest women, such as providing 
chip fryers, rice parboilers and shade in markets for vendors. Attempts to break 
gender stereotypes have been less successful, and some jobs are not suitable for 
women: for example, AgroBIG does not encourage women to join the pest-control 
teams because of the risks to mother and child if they are pregnant. 

Support for the vulnerable
A common criticism of the value chain approach is that by focusing on entre-
preneurs it ignores the least fortunate and most vulnerable in society. AgroBIG 
recognizes this, and especially targets vulnerable and marginal groups such 
as female-headed households, farm labourers, landless youths and farmers on 

Amhara society is male-dominated. 
AgroBIG strives to overcome the barriers 
facing women.
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marginal land. It helps groups get organized to provide services, and encourages 
them to apply for grants to start businesses – such as the group of young, landless 
men who have set up a spraying service in Fogera (see the section on Controlling 
pests and diseases). It supplies improved, disease-free seed potatoes to farmers in 
remote, marginal areas in the highlands of Mecha. Helping start new enterprises 
both creates jobs directly and, by increasing output and supplying new products, 
indirectly generates other employment opportunities.

Environment 
The inappropriate use of pesticides 
harms the environment and can dam-
age human health. Many farmers do 
not store pesticides safely, out of the 
reach of children. And spraying the 
wrong type or dosage may harm the 
crop and fail to control the pests being 
targeted. AgroBIG has trained over 
1,300 people on how to avoid such 
problems. It has also trained extension 
agents on integrated pest management 
(which avoids the use of pesticides if 
possible).

Farmers who have irrigation tend 
to over-use water. Courses on good 
agricultural practices and irrigation 
emphasize the judicious use of this pre-
cious resource. Over 3,300 farmers have 
attended such training or exchange 
visits on the same subjects.

An examination for a trainee pest-
controller in Fogera. AgroBIG trains 
pest-control teams in integrated 
pest management and the safe and 
appropriate use of pesticides.
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3 The programme area

Agrobig stArted work in two woredas, Fogera and Mecha, in early 2013. Both 
Fogera and Mecha are situated close to Bahir Dar, the capital of the Amhara 

Region, and are linked to it by an asphalted highway. Both woredas are poor, 
but they generally grow enough food to feed their people and to export to other 
parts of Ethiopia. Both have large irrigation schemes and a high potential for 
agricultural development. 

Rainfall in this area ranges from 1,100 to 2,400 mm a year. Both woredas get 
most of their rain in the four-and-a-half months from mid-May until the end of 
September. This meher season is when farmers grow their main crops. After the 
main harvest they may plant a second crop to take advantage of any residual 
moisture in the soil. If they have irrigation, they are likely to plant vegetables 
in the dry season, and they may even be able to fit in a third crop. A short rainy 
season, known as belg, lasts from February to April. During this time, grasses and 
trees start to regrow, producing valuable animal feed.

These two woredas are in the Tana-Beles Growth Corridor, which covers the ba-
sins of Lake Tana and the River Beles and extends into the neighbouring region 
of Benishangul Gumuz. The Ethiopian government aims to attract domestic and 
foreign investors to develop this corridor into a leading food production and 
processing area based upon sustainable commercialized farming and an ena-
bling business environment. The first phase of AgroBIG was designed to support 
market linkages and marketing of four commodities: onions, potatoes, maize and 
rice. The intention is that the programme will expand to five other woredas that 
account for most of the rest of the Tana-Beles Corridor in Amhara: Libo Kemkem, 
Gondar Zuria, Dembiya and North and South Achefer.

Ethiopia’s local government structure

Ethiopia is a federal country, with extensive powers 
devolved to Amhara and other National Regional 
States. Below the Regional level, the administrative 
system is organized into Zones (of which there 
are 10 in Amhara); each Zone has a number of 
woredas, and each woreda is divided into kebeles. 
Within each kebele are sub-kebeles, or individual 
villages. To mobilize the people, there are so-called 
“1-to-5” networks and development task forces that 
reach 25–30 households each.

Ethiopia

Amhara

10 Zones

Woredas

Kebeles

Sub-kebeles

1-to-5 networks

Other national 
regional states
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Fogera
Fogera lies on the shores of Lake Tana, 55 km from Bahir Dar. A large part of 
the woreda is a vast plain, and large parts are subject to waterlogging from the 
Gumara and Ribb rivers that enter the lake. Much of Fogera has fertile, black 
soils, and the water table is shallow: dig down, and you reach water at only 2–3 
metres depth in the wet season, or 10 metres in the dry season. That makes the 
area ideal for crops, such as rice, that require a lot of water. Irrigation covers some 
11,600 hectares, or about one-third of the potential area. Rice production has been 
expanding quickly and now covers more land than any other crop. 

Irrigation makes it possible to grow a range of crops during the dry season from 
November to May. Most is done using pumps that raise water either from the 
rivers or from shallow tubewells. A major dam on the Ribb river will be completed 
in the next few years and will irrigate 14,600 ha. 

Other crops include cereals (teff, maize and finger millet), pulses (chickpea, len-
tils), oil crops (noug, rapeseed, linseed, groundnut), vegetables (onion, pepper, 
tomatoes), spices (fenugreek, basil, coriander) and fruits (papaya, guava). 

Fogera has a population of around 250,000, most of them living in rural areas. 
Most people are poor; landholdings range from 0.5 to 3 hectares, averaging about 
1.76 hectare. The two main towns are Woreta (the woreda capitals) and Alem Ber. 
The woreda is divided into 32 rural and 2 urban kebeles; the AgroBIG programme 
has been working in 18 of these.

AgroBIG’s Phase I focus crops in Fogera are rice and onions. 

Fogera at a glance

Other 15%

Wetland 2%

Grazing 16%

Non-cultivable 5%

Cultivated 63%

Urban 3%

Rural 97%

Mountains and 
hills 13%

Valley bottoms 11%

Flat 76%

POPULATION

Total: 253,790

TOPOGRAPHYAREA
Area: 117,414 ha  
Excluding water area: 95,955 ha 
Irrigable: 35,555 ha (30%)

Soils: 65% black, 20% brown, 12% red, 3% grey 
Altitude: 1774–2410 metres
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Mecha
Mecha lies southwest of Bahir Dar, about 34 km from the capital of the Amhara 
region along the Addis Ababa road. It is hillier than Fogera and the soil tends to 
be more acid, making the area more suited to growing crops such as maize and 
potatoes. 

As in Fogera, irrigation is important in the dry season. A dam on the Koga River 
built with a loan from the African Development Bank, irrigates 7,000 ha and 
targets about 10,000 households. Farmers outside the scheme use pumps to raise 
water from shallow wells or from the Jemma and Gilgel Abay rivers. They use 
the water to grow potatoes, onions, cabbages, carrots and other vegetables, as 
well as sugarcane.

The main crops in Mecha are maize, finger millet and noug (Niger seed, an in-
digenous oil crop). Potatoes are the main crop in the off-season. Other crops are 
barley, teff, faba bean, wheat, pepper, linseed, onions and field peas. Livestock 
are important, with many farmers keeping cattle, sheep, goats and chickens.

Mecha has a population of about 290,000, mostly rural. The two towns are Mer-
awi (the capital) and Wetet Abay. The average landholding is 1.8 hectares. The 
woreda is divided into 41 rural and 2 urban kebeles; the AgroBIG programme 
has been working in 17 of these. (Mecha has recently been split into two woredas, 
North and South Mecha.) 

AgroBIG’s Phase I focus crops in Mecha are potatoes and maize. It also does 
some work on onions in the woreda.

Mecha at a glance

Irrigable 15%

Forest 14%

Grazing 12%

Cultivated 59%

Urban 2%

Rural 98%

AREA
Area: 129,930  ha  
Irrigable: 19,853 ha (15%)

POPULATION

Total: 286,803

Mountains and 
hills 8%

Valley bottoms 4%

Undulating 13%

Flat 75%

TOPOGRAPHY
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Koga Irrigation
Scheme

Koga reservoir

Target kebeles
Streams

Mecha woreda

Koga Irrigation Scheme

Koga reservoir
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Figure 6. Target kebeles in Mecha
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4 Crops

During its first phAse, AgroBIG has focused on four of the major crops in Fogera 
and Mecha: onions potatos, maize and rice.

Onions
Onions are a basic ingredient in many of the individual dishes 
that accompany injera, the traditional fermented flatbread that 
forms the basis of traditional Ethiopian meals. But local pro-
duction is not sufficient to satisfy national demand and has 
been declining, so the country has to import onions. The crop 
is important in both Fogera (where it is grown under irrigation) 
and Mecha (where it is also grown in rainfed conditions).

Major problems in production are a lack of certified seed of 
the preferred varieties, pests such as cutworms, thrips, aphids 
and beetles, and diseases such as purple blotch and powdery 
mildew. These problems are exacerbated because many farmers 
do not use herbicides or pesticides in the correct way.

In an attempt to increase the weight of their onions, many farm-
ers continue to irrigate their fields right up to harvest. But bulbs 
swollen with water have a short shelf-life. Stopping watering 
2 weeks before harvesting produces a higher quality product 
that will store better.

The marketing of onions is dominated by cartels. At harvest 
time, “brokers” acting on behalf of traders visit villages and 
deposit piles of sacks on onion fields, reserving them for purchase. Other brokers 
do not attempt to purchase the crop from fields so marked. The farmer has little 
choice but to accept the price the broker offers.

Potatoes
Potatoes are an important crop for food security and to relieve 
hunger in Ethiopia, and close to half of Ethiopia’s potato pro-
duction comes from the Amhara region. They are grown on 
both rainfed and irrigated land in Fogera and Mecha. 
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Potatoes are usually grown from tubers, rather than from the 
true seed. Up to two tonnes of seed tubers are needed to plant 
a hectare. That is bulky and expensive – around 1,000 birr for 
100 kg of seed – so most farmers save tubers from their previous 
crop to plant in the next season. Less than 3% use an improved 
variety, and the tubers are often contaminated with diseases 
such as late blight and bacterial wilt. Disease-free, certified seed 
tubers are scarce.

Potatoes are a productive but demanding crop. Farmers often neglect to apply 
enough fertilizer, or they do not remove diseased plants in time, risking the whole 
crop. Contaminated footwear and equipment can carry disease from one field 
to another. Planting potatoes year after year on the same field allows pests and 
diseases to multiply.

Buyers usually estimate how much a load of potatoes weighs, rather than actu-
ally weighing it. Or they use their own scales, which farmers suspect understate 
the true weight. Individual farmers and cooperatives do not have scales of their 
own to use as a check.

Many people in Amhara still think of potatoes as a poor substitute for injera. But 
demand is rising. For example, entrepreneurs make chips and crisps to sell as 
snacks, and potato flour can be used as an ingredient in bread and injera.

Maize
Maize is the major cereal crop in Mecha and the second-most 
important in Fogera (after rice). It has three main uses: it is 
eaten roasted or boiled; it is used to make flour (which may be 
mixed with teff to make a cheaper type of injera); between 19 
and 30% is fermented to make the local alcoholic brew. Much 
of the brewing is done by women, for whom the resulting araki 
is a big source of income. Maize is a valuable source of feed 
too: animals are fed the maize stalks and cobs, as well as the 
brewing by-products.

Most of the maize in Fogera and Mecha is grown in the wet sea-
son: it is sown in May and harvested after the end of the rains in 
November. But a substantial area is also sown as a dry-season 
crop using residual soil moisture, or under irrigation. The acid 
soils in Mecha mean that farmers have to apply lime, or use a 
lot of fertilizer for it to have an effect.

Unfortunately, maize grown in the area suffers for a poor rep-
utation among buyers, and attracts a low price. Much of this is 
because of poor handling after the harvest: farmers thresh the 
cobs by beating them with sticks or by driving cattle over them. 
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Both techniques produce a lot of broken grains, and the red soil of the threshing 
area discolours the product. 

Rice
Ethiopians do not traditionally eat rice, but consumption is ris-
ing and the country now imports much of its needs. Rice is the 
major crop in Fogera – it was introduced by the North Koreans 
several decades ago – and is more important in the woreda than 
either maize or teff. It is grown in the wet season, when much 
of the low-lying land in the woreda is flooded. Quite recently, 
upland rice, which requires less water, was introduced in Fo-
gera. Very little rice is grown in Mecha.

The most important rice disease is blast; the main rice pests are 
leaf folders and snout beetles, which eat the roots of the rice plants. Many farmers 
do not use pesticides appropriately. 

Rice from Fogera suffers from poor quality. This is in part because farmers plant 
unimproved varieties introduced many years ago. To make way for the next 
crop, they may harvest early, when the grains are not fully mature. The milling 
equipment may be poorly adjusted, leading to many broken grains. The store 
may be damp, so the grain cannot be sold as “table rice”; it is often ground into 
flour and used to make cheap injera. Consumers are reluctant to pay more for 
high-quality local rice, instead preferring imported varieties.
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Growing

A farm growing onion seed in Koga, Mecha woreda
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5 Getting the right seed 

It All stArts with seed. Get the right seed, and you at least have a chance of 
raising a healthy crop and harvesting a good yield. With the wrong seed, your 

plants may be stunted, fall victim to pests and diseases, yield little, and produce 
a product that will not find a good market. 

AgroBIG’s studies of onions, potatoes and rice showed that a lack of clean, healthy 
and productive seed is the major constraint that stops farmers from raising their 
output and productivity. The problems were surprisingly similar for all three 
crops:

 ● There is a shortage of basic or foundation seed (which seed producers use to 
multiply seed to sell to farmers).

 ● There is a lack of clean, healthy and certified seed that farmers can buy: any 
grower can produce seed, and the buyer has no way of knowing how good, 
or bad, it is. Planting uncertified seed that is infected by diseases guarantees 
that the crop will be poor.

 ● The market for seeds is informal: there are few seed growers, and farmers 
tend to reuse their own seed or get it from neighbours.

Improving the supply of seed has been a priority for AgroBIG. It works with all 
three types of seed producers: individual farmers and cooperatives, commercial 
producers, and government institutions. It builds their capacity by organizing 
training events, field days and exposure visits; it helps them form clusters to pro-
duce a uniform product; and it provides financial support to purchase equipment 
and improve facilities.

Locally produced seed tends to germinate poorly, so farmers have to sow double 
the amount to get the same number of onion plants. Certified seed is much better: 
it germinates well and is of a known variety. But it is not easy to produce certified 
seed. The field must be free of waterlogging, isolated from other fields (to prevent 
contamination by other varieties), and must not have been used for the same crop 
in the previous four years (to ensure that the soil is free of disease). The seed used 
must itself be certified foundation seed, which is in short supply. The field must 
be kept free of pests and diseases, and after harvest, the crop must be checked in 
a laboratory for physical damage, germination rate, moisture content and purity.
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Onion seed
Onions can be grown either from the true seed (which are produced in flowers at 
the top of the onion stem), or from miniature onion bulbs. Confusingly, both are 
referred to as “seed”. Seed growers plant bulbs, fertilize and irrigate them and 
keep the field free of weeds. The onion plants produce a large number of (up to 
70) “tillers”, or branches, each with a separate seed head. After 4–5 months, the 
seed can be harvested, processed and packaged for sale to farmers.

AgroBIG supports various aspects of this process. 

Seed supply  AgroBIG has improved the laboratory facilities and field equipment 
of the Regional Plant Quarantine Agency and the Adet Agricultural Research 
Center so they can produce foundation seed and certify that the seed is free of 
disease and has good germination percentage.

Seed production  The programme 
has linked seed producers to sources 
of good quality seed, and trains seed 
producers in seed production methods 
and the quality requirements of the 
plant quarantine agency. So far over 400 
producers have attended such training. 
An AgroBIG production manual details 
how to produce good quality seed.

Processing  The programme assists 
cooperatives of seed producers to 
standardize their output and to pack-
age and label it, for example by provid-
ing seed packing equipment. 

Growing onion seed
Belata Asneko Birhan has learned a lot from the training he has 
received on how to grow onions. This farmer grows onions for both 
seed and consumption on his farm in Bebeks kebele in Fogera. In 
2015, he earned 450,000 birr from his seed, and another 100,000 
birr from the onions he grows for consumption. The Regional Plant 
Quarantine Agency found that his seed were top in terms of moisture 
content and purity, and they had a 96% germination rate – well above 
the average of 88% in the area. The Amhara government awarded 
him a prize as the best farmer in the region. 

Asneko’s cooperative has used an AgroBIG grant to buy weighing 
scales, carts and irrigation pumps, and to build a collection centre 
where members can bring their produce after harvest. Selling as 
a group will help them improve their marketing and negotiate good 
prices.

Asneko is using the money to lease land to build a house and to invest in a market building in Woreta. 
He plans to rent out the building when it is completed. 

Packaging of certified local “Bombay 
Red” onion seeds
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Marketing  AgroBIG promotes certified seed at field days, trade fairs and exhib-
its. It tries to persuade farmers to buy certified seed, which is of a uniform variety, 
germinates well and is free of disease, so will produce a better, higher-value yield. 
It has fostered linkages between seed growers and onion producers. As a result, 
in 2014 and 2015, four cooperatives and a seed-growing company produced and 
sold 26 tonnes of certified seed to farmers for the local area and further afield. This 
seed was worth more than 10 million  birr and enough for up to 4,300 hectares 
of onions. Seed production has proven very profitable: in 2015, Belata Asneko, 
a seed grower in Fogera, earned 450,000 birr from his 1.5 ha of land; the Kudmi 
seed cooperative in Mecha earned 2.15 million birr from 6 ha (see below). The 
number of seed growers has risen from just two before the intervention to 138 in 
the two woredas in 2016.

Better as a farmer
Habtami gave up her job as a teacher after she got married. Her father 
wanted to pass on his land to the young couple. She and her husband 
have taken up growing onion seed. That has been a wise move: they 
now earn up to 200,000 birr a year, compared to her previous salary 
of just 13,000 birr a year.

Kudmi seed cooperative
“Best local variety”, proclaims the packet of onion seed, decorated 
on one side with a healthy field of onions and on the other with a pile 
of red onion bulbs. The contents of the packet come from 35 seed 
growers in the Koga irrigation area. The growers sell their seed to the 
Kudmi Seed Production and Marketing Cooperative, in Mecha, which 
packs it and sells it to the Koga Irrigation Marketing Cooperative Union. 

The package has details on the weight (1 kg), production date, ger-
mination rate (78%), purity (99%) and moisture content (9%). That is 
enough seed for a quarter of a hectare of land. The Coop receives 
a commission of 10 birr for every 10 kilograms of seed its members 
produce. 

The cooperative has used an AgroBIG grant to buy weighing scales, 
mule carts and crates to serve its 150 members (including 10 women). 
AgroBIG has established a small laboratory at the cooperative to test 
the germination rate, genetic purity and moisture content on the spot 
for quality assurance. 

Members of the Kudmi Seed 
Production and Marketing 
Cooperative present the pack-
ages they use to hold certified 
Bombay Red onion seed
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Potato seed
Potatoes are generally grown from “seed potatoes” – tubers saved from the pre-
vious year’s crop. The tubers that are eaten or sold for food are known as “ware 
potatoes”. As with onion, potato seed has a value chain of its own that feeds into 
the production of ware potatoes.

Seed supply  AgroBIG has built and maintained 5 screenhouses for the Amhara 
Regional Agricultural Research Institute at its Adet research centre to produce 
mini-tubers for planting, doubling its capacity. The programme has also es-
tablished two seed-production and marketing cooperatives, with a total of 87 
members. The Wotet Ber seed cooperative has received over 10,000 tubers to 
multiply further; the Abro Menor cooperative has received another 5,000. Each 
tuber costs about 10 birr.

Seed production  It has trained producers in the highlands of Mecha on seed-pro-
duction and multiplication techniques and quarantine requirements, held field 
demonstrations, and written a manual on seed production. 

Tissue culture Training on seed production

Diffuse light storage Planting seed

Figure 7. Improving the supply of potato seed involves several steps
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Processing  Storing the seed tubers 
from one season to the next is tricky: it 
is necessary to prevent the tubers from 
sprouting too quickly. The programme 
has co-financed the construction of 
three diffused-light storage facilities to 
maintain quality.

Marketing  AgroBIG has linked the 
growers of the certified seed in the 
highlands of Mecha and Debre Tabor 
and Gayint (two other nearby woredas) 
to customers in lower-lying areas of 
Mecha who grow ware potatoes. In the 
two seasons 2014/15 and 2015/16, the 
Koga Union bought 130 tonnes of potato seed from seed producer cooperatives 
in Gayint. The Koga farmers saw the quality of their ware potatoes improve 
dramatically, and prices rose from 4.2 birr/kg to 6.2–8.0 birr/kg. 

Potato plants in a screenhouse at the Adet Agricultural Research Center

Improved potato seed variety produced in 
Guna, Gayint woreda
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Rice seed
Rice is a relatively new crop in Fogera, but has expanded rapidly over the last 
few years. It is currently grown by around 22,000 households on 16,000 ha in 27 
kebeles. But production is constrained by a lack of quality seeds that can tolerate 
diseases and cold weather. 

AgroBIG promotes community-based multiplication and marketing of rice seed 
in five of the kebeles. It works with over 200 farmers, grouped together into 12 
clusters of 10–20 farmers each. A cluster has two purposes. First, all the farmers 
in a cluster farm neighbouring plots. The plots where they grow seed are isolated 
from other rice fields to prevent contamination with other varieties (a danger 
even though rice is self-pollinating). Second, working with a cluster of farmers 
makes it easy to provide them with guidance and support, and the farmers can 
help and learn from each other.

AgroBIG trains the cluster members on agronomic practices such as row planting, 
variety selection, weeding and fertilizer application. It has provided them with 
4.5 tonnes of seed of the Edget variety, along with 15 rotary weeders so they can 
keep their fields free of noxious weeds. Quarantine experts conduct periodic field 
inspections. After harvest, the farmers will store their seed in a common facility 
to make it easy to take samples and check for genetic purity. The first harvest, in 
December 2016, produced about 43 tonnes of Edget variety seed.

Lessons
 ● Seed certification and packaging have a direct impact on increasing the de-

mand for seed and farmers’ confidence.
 ● Enforcement of the seed production and marketing regulation is crucial.
 ● Many farmers go for poor-quality but low-cost, non-certified seed; efforts are 

needed to raise their awareness of the value of better-quality seed.
 ● The focus should be on the best local variety. Greater demand for basic seed 

will further promote the development of the seed system.
 ● The supply of foundation seed must be increased to enable the production 

of more certified seed. 
 ● Harvesting too early reduces seed quality and germination rates.
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6 Watering crops

Trying to grow A second crop at the 
end of the wet season is risky: there 

is often not enough water left over in 
the soil to support another crop. Irriga-
tion is the answer: water is plentiful if 
you can get it from the rivers that cross 
both Fogera and Mecha, or if you drill 
a well to tap the water table.

The Koga irrigation scheme in Mecha 
delivers water to farmers’ fields on 
a scheduled basis, and at no cost to 
the farmers (though they will have to start paying a small fee soon). Elsewhere 
in Mecha, and throughout Fogera, farmers have to rely on small diesel-driven 
pumps to raise water to irrigate their fields. About 1,800 such pumps are already 
deployed around Fogera to pump water either from the nearby rivers or from 
shallow tubewells. But a lack of maintenance and spare parts means that many 
are not operational, leaving fields dry. Owners have travel long distances to find 
parts or someone to service their pumps. Faced with the risk that their crops may 
be parched, many decide not to grow onions at all, or harvest their crop early 
because of water shortages later in the season. The two rivers in Fogera are far 
from most farmers’ plots, and farmers near the rivers compete for water during 
the dry season, when the river flow is low.

AgroBIG has addressed this problem in three ways: by helping develop partner-
ships, providing pumps for cooperatives to rent out to their members, and by 
setting up small enterprises to drill wells and maintain pumps.

Cooperatives
AgroBIG has assisted the Fogera woreda cooperative promotion office to estab-
lish six new cooperatives with a total of 245 members (21 of them women). It has 
trained the coop leaders in cooperative governance and management, accounting 
and water management.
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BERHANU KNOWS THERE IS A GOOD 
MARKET FOR ONIONS, BUT THE SOIL IS 
TOO DRY

We need to 
irrigate

But we don’t 
have a pump…

HE DISCUSSES THE SITUATION WITH THE 
OTHER FARMERS IN HIS GROUP

Maybe we can 
get a pump 
after all!

THEY SEE AN ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT 
AGROBIG’S VALUE CHAIN FUND

How many 
hectares do 
you want to 

irrigate?

We will need to cover 
15% of the price of 
the pump ourselves

ASAYE, THE AGROBIG ADVISOR IN 
FOGERA, HELPS BERHANU’S GROUP WRITE 
A CONCEPT NOTE

This pump idea 
looks good! The onions are 

growing well!

I’m looking 
forward to the 

harvest!

THE WOREDA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
CHECKS ALL THE APPLICATIONS AND 
RANKS THEM

FOUR MONTHS LATER…

We can send it to the 
steering committee 

for approval
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Pumps 
AgroBIG has distributed 78 pumps to ir-
rigation cooperatives in Fogera through 
the AgroBIG Value Chain Fund, along 
with accessories such as 6,124 metres of 
pipes. The cooperatives rent the pumps 
out to their members on an hourly 
basis. A further 15 pumps have been 
supplied to support the hand-drilling 
of wells. Five rope-and-washer pumps 
have also been distributed. 

Manual well-drilling and 
pump maintenance 
A high water table and favourable geology means that it is possible to drill for 
water in Fogera by hand, rather than using expensive mechanical drilling rigs. 
AgroBIG has helped organize 26 landless, unemployed youths into four groups 
to drill wells and maintain pumps. It has arranged for the Bahir Dar Polytechnic 

Drilling in the dry season
Drilling a well by hand is simple in principle, but hard 
work in practice. Terakegn and Moges (pictured), 
both in their early 20s, know the procedure well: 
their group has drilled 14 wells in the last 2 years. 

The drilling season starts in December, after the 
ground has dried out at the end of the rainy season 
(this is to ensure that the site is suitable to ensure 
a reliable supply of water at the peak of the dry 
season). Once a suitable site is chosen, the drilling 
rig is set up. The team works the drill, removes 
the mud and pours water into the drilled hole to 
soften the soil.

It takes 8–10 people 8 days to drill a well down to a 
depth of 33 metres, the maximum depth practicable 
with this technique. Terakegn and Moges normally work with one other team member, and hire the rest of 
the labourers locally. They charge 9,000 birr for a well, deduct the costs and share the rest of the money 
among the team. The group earns additional income by maintaining irrigation pumps.

AgroBIG has supported the group with training and tools, and by building them a structure to provide 
shade. The group used a Value Chain Fund grant to buy spare parts for pumps. The group works together, 
but each member saves on his own and is investing his money in other enterprises. Terakegn has bought 
cattle and has rented land to grow onion seed. Moges uses his savings to rent land to grow rice, and 
to buy a heifer which he is fattening up for sale. The two men have big plans: Terakegn wants to buy a 
bajaj (a motorized tricycle) to serve his kebele. Moges wants to invest in land.
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College to train them in the skills needed and, though the Value Chain Fund, 
provided them with the equipment and spare parts required. These groups have 
been registered as businesses and have obtained licenses to operate. The groups 
now drill wells for irrigation and drinking water under contract with the woredas 
water sector office. In all, 22 wells have so far been drilled. The average depth is 
27–30 m. Each well has a 3–5” diameter perforated PVC pipe; the top is sealed 
with cement to prevent damage by floods or equipment. A 3” diameter  well can 
irrigate up to a hectare and can be used by four households; a 5” well can serve 
up to 3 hectares.

Lessons 
Farmers can drill wells by hand so they can irrigate their fields during the dry 
season and grow a second crop of onions that will fetch a high price. To do this, 
they need access to finance. It is important to choose the right sites to avoid de-
veloping unproductive wells. 

Renting pumps: Birgina Mariam Irrigation Cooperative
Sendeku Delie has only one hectare of his own, 
and rents another half a hectare from a neighbour. 
That is not much land, and Sendeku and his wife 
used to be poor. But things have improved recent-
ly, and the young couple are now making a good 
living. Their secret: they irrigate their fields in the 
dry season so they can produce onions, teff, maize, 
cabbages, carrots and green peppers – all crops 
that fetch a good price.

Sendeku Delie rents a pump from the Birgina 
Mariam Irrigation Cooperative, in Woreta Zuria 
kebele. Because he is a member of the coop, he 
pays just 10 birr an hour, rather than 15 birr charged 
to non-members. That is only half what he used to 
have to pay to rent a pump from a private contractor 
– if he could find one to hire at all. That allows the 
couple to grow up to three crops a year.

The couple used to earn just 5,000 to 8,000 birr a year from selling their surplus crops. They now earn 
40,000 to 50,000 birr a year. Their house now has a new roof; they have bought two oxen to help with 
ploughing, and can afford to buy inputs. Next season, they plan to buy their own pump.

Established in 2004, the Birgina Mariam cooperative has 101 members who grow onion, millet, maize, 
teff and other cereals. The coop applied for a Value Chain Fund grant to procure pumps to rent out to 
members. The grant of 43,350 birr, plus the mandatory 15% contribution of 7,650  birr from the coop 
members, was enough to buy four pumps. The coop rents them out at 10 birr per hour for members, 
or 15 birr for non-members. In the most recent season, it earned 4,000 birr profit, which supported its 
activities and was paid out as a dividend to members at the end of the year.

Senideku Delie checks the pump is in working order
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7 Better farming practices

FArmers in AmhArA hAve a great deal of knowledge on how to grow enough to 
feed their families. But if they want to grow crops to sell, they have to adopt 

new methods in order to produce a surplus. They may be able to significantly 
boost their yields or save costs by making a few adjustments, such as switching 
varieties or applying fertilizer in the right way. And if they want to plant new 
types of crops, use novel technologies (such as irrigation) or comply with the 
requirements of high-value markets, they will have to learn new skills. 

AgroBIG trains farmers and extension workers on improved practices such as 
getting organized into clusters, the use of improved varieties, land preparation 
and planting, improving soil fertility, pest and disease management and harvest-
ing and postharvest techniques (Table 2). It does this through a combination of 
training for farmers, training-of-trainers courses for extension agents, demon-
strations, field days and exposure visits. Altogether, AgroBIG has trained over 
300 extension agents and over 3,300 farmers in improved farming practices for 
onions, potatoes, rice, maize, integrated pest management and irrigation.

Figure 8. Using the right techniques can significantly raise yields and income

Seed 
Fertilizer 
Pest control 
Irrigation 
Harvest time 
Sorting 
Crates 

Seed 
Fertilizer 
Pest control 
Irrigation 
Harvest time 
Sorting 
Crates 
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Table 2. Topics covered by training courses for farmers on crop production and 
good agricultural practices

Onions Potatoes Rice Maize

Organization Forming clusters 
of farmers

Forming clusters 
of farmers

Seed Seed selection Seed selection 
and use

Use of improved 
seeds (e.g., Edget 
variety, which 
resists blast 
disease)

Land prepara-
tion and planting

Plant spacing and 
population

Staggering of 
planting

Early planting Ridging

Row planting

Zero tillage

Plant population 
and spacing

Soil fertility and 
water

Fertilizer appli-
cation (rate and 
interval), ridging

Input applications

Timing of 
irrigation

Use of compost 
and manure

Crop rotation

Input applications 
(rate, timing)

Split and blended 
fertilizer (NPS) 
application

Timing of 
application

Use of compost 
and manure

Pests, diseases 
and weeds

Assessment

Recommended 
pesticides

Integrated pest 
management

Preventing late 
blight and bacte-
rial wilt

Assessment

Recommended 
pesticides

Weeding and 
rogueing

Recommended 
herbicides

Harvesting Stop irrigating 10– 
15 days before 
harvest

Heaping before 
cutting the foliage 
to cure bulbs

Deep ploughing to 
ease harvesting in 
dry soil

Deep ploughing 
before harvest

Timing of harvest

Timely harvest 
before shattering

Timely harvesting 
to reduce pest 
damage

Harvesting of 
cobs while still 
green

Drying of cobs 
before harvest

Postharvest Sorting and 
grading

Aeration

Use of crates

Sorting and 
grading

Storage

Threshing meth-
ods to reduce 
contamination
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Figure 9. Yields of crops as a result of AgroBIG, collaborating farmers

This training has been coupled with efforts to improve the supply of seed, irriga-
tion, inputs, and labour-saving equipment and services (see the relevant sections 
in this book). 

Farmers have been eager to try out the new methods. Among the collaborating 
farmers in Fogera, yields per hectare of onion seed have risen from 0.3 to 0.5 
tonnes; farmers in Mecha get up to 1 tonne/hectare. Yields per hectare of onion 
bulbs have risen from 12 to 20 tonnes; of potatoes from 20 to 30 tonnes; of rice 
from 4 to 5 tonnes, and maize from 5 to 12 tonnes (Figure 9).

The quality of the crops has also gone up in terms of purity, colour, size and shelf-
life. Onions are an example. Farmers like to irrigate their onion fields right up 
the harvest time so the bulbs swell and the soil is soft, making harvesting easy. 
But the onions spoil quickly: some start 
to rot after only a few days. By stop-
ping the flow of water 15 days before 
harvest, the shelf-life of the bulbs can 
be extended to up to 3 months. Buyers 
such as ETfruit, a big parastatal horti-
cultural marketing firm, have noticed 
the improved quality of onions in Fo-
gera and are now willing to pay farm-
ers a higher price. Demand for onions 
from both Fogera and Mecha onion has 
increased: ETfruit and private traders 
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have started to supply onions from the two woredas to the Addis Ababa market 
for the first time.

Farmers are also starting to stagger their planting and harvesting dates to even 
out peaks in the supply and take advantage of higher prices in off-peak periods. 
They can do this if they have irrigation water.

Improving access to inputs
Farmers cannot use many of the new techniques unless they can get hold of the 
inputs they need: fertilizers, seed, agrochemicals, etc. AgroBIG seeks to improve 
access to such inputs in various ways:

 ● It provides start-up capital to cooperatives and other groups that provide 
services such as pest control. The groups charge for such services, and can 
use part of their income to buy new supplies. 

 ● It helps cooperatives set up stores where inputs can be kept. 
 ● It promotes linkages between the input users and the suppliers through mul-

ti-stakeholder platforms (see the section on Building market linkages).

Lessons
A solution is needed to the harvesting problem of onions: farmers like to wet the 
soil before harvest to make it easier to harvest the onions. But this reduces the 
quality and shelf-life of the produce.

Local markets prefer medium-sized onions and potatoes. Maintaining of the right 
plant population is crucial to produce items of the preferred size.

Staggering onion and potato production (to extend the harvest season) is possible 
only if there is enough irrigation water during the late dry season. More wells 
and pumps are needed, along with more efficient use of the water. 

Once suitable production technologies have been tested, they must be demon-
strated at farmer training centres, through field demonstrations, etc. to increase 
adoption rates.

A storehouse for the Koga Union
The Koga Irrigation Marketing Cooperative Union, which serves 12 primary cooperatives of potato farmers 
in Mecha, has used a matching grant to build a fertilizer store. The total investment value is 0.8 million 
birr. The store will supply over 10,000 members of the Union with farm inputs.
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8 Controlling pests 
and diseases

Pests And diseAses Are a big problem for farmers all over the world. That is true 
also in Amhara, where crops are attacked by cutworms that cut, thrips that 

sip, beetles that bore, and mildew that powders. 

Many farmers respond by spraying chemicals. But many spray the wrong types 
or the wrong amounts at the wrong time. Toxic chemicals need careful handling 
and storage, but farmers tend to take few precautions: children can often be seen 
helping spray the crops. There are few specialists who can offer advice or provide 
spraying services. 

It is best to avoid spraying altogether, relying on agronomic practices (such as 
crop rotation) and natural enemies (such as spiders) to keep pests under control. 
AgroBIG trains extension agents in integrated pest management so they can 
advise farmers on how best to manage the pests on their farms.

If spraying is necessary, it is best done by specialists who know what they are 
doing, have protective clothing and the right equipment (and can keep it main-
tained), and can get the appropriate chemicals. AgroBIG trains teams to do just 
this. It has trained 50 unemployed, landless young people (24 in Fogera, 26 in 
Mecha) how to manage a business, identify and control pests and diseases, and 
maintain spraying equipment. It has helped the trainees get organized into eight 
teams and register themselves with the authorities; it has provided them with 
sprayers, bicycles and other equipment, and space to use as a store and office. 

The teams are now registered to provide pest-control services to farmers and 
cooperatives. Each team serves three or four kebeles. Their services include 
spraying, disease and pest surveillance and scouting, supplying agrochemicals, 
sprayer maintenance and rentals, and advising farmers. They charge a fee for their 
services, enabling the members to earn an income. They advertise their services 
by word of mouth, via pamphlets and through demonstrations. 

AgroBIG organizes and trains the pest-control groups for three reasons: 
 ● To overcome the shortage of suppliers who stock genuine chemicals
 ● To reduce the misuse of chemicals by farmers (environment is a cross-cutting 

issue for AgroBIG) 
 ● To create jobs for landless unemployed youth.
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While the teams have in general worked well, there have been some problems. 
Some kebele administrators chose their own relatives or friends to be trained. 
Some farmers are sceptical about the competence of the pest-control team. Some 
of the trainees prefer to work alone rather than as a member of a team. An attempt 
to include women in the teams ran into health concerns, so the few women who 
had been recruited were assigned to other types of work.

Spraying as a business: Ebabiyew and Friends
Problems with pests in Addis Betekirstian, a kebele 
in Fogera? Then get in touch with Ebabiyew Asa-
faw, a young man who has formed a partnership 
to provide pest-control services in the area. They 
identify pests, advise farmers how to control them 
and spray the fields. They also train farmers how to 
maintain sprayers and how to mix the right amounts 
of chemicals.

Ebibayew and his three friends were unemployed 
when, in 2014, they decided to set up their partner-
ship. After attending training provided by AgroBIG, 
they applied for a Value Chain Fund grant to pro-
cure some equipment. They got a grant of 33,000 
birr, and pitched in another 5,800 birr of their own 
money (15% of the total) to buy 30 sprayers. They 
have also bought other equipment, protective cloth-
ing and spare parts. The team charges farmers 24 
birr to spray a quarter hectare. 

Yealemzab Alemu is one of the farmers who uses 
the team’s services. He grows teff, millet and maize 
to feed his family, as well as black pepper, vetch, 
chickpea, sunflower, oats, onions and vegetables 
for sale. These cash crops used to bring in around 
12,000 birr a year from his 2.5-hectare farm. But 
pests were a problem, and he used the wrong 
types and amounts of chemicals to control them. 
Low yields were the result.

Ebibayew’s spraying team know the right way to control the pests, and they will do the job for only two-
fifths of what other groups charge. Yealemzab now earns 50,000–60,000 birr a year from his crops, more 
than four times his previous amount. He has replaced the roof on his house, paid his children’s school 
fees, and started saving money.

In the last two seasons Ebibayew and Friends have served 1,349 clients and earned 6,500 birr in profit. 
The team have deposited over 13,000 birr with the Amhara Credit and Saving Institute.

Yealemzab and his sons are clients of Ebabiyew’s 
pest-control team
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YEALEMZAB ALEMU’S MAIZE DOES NOT 
LOOK GOOD: IT IS COVERED WITH PESTS

EBIBAYEW ASAFEW REALIZES WHAT THE 
PROBLEM IS: YEALEMZAB HAS USED THE 
WRONG TYPE OF CHEMICAL

HE ARRANGES FOR THE PEST-CONTROL 
TEAM TO VISIT YEALEMZAB’S FARM.

YEALEMZAB AND THE TEAM CHECK THE 
CROP AND DISCUSS WHAT TO DO.

THEY AGREE THAT IT WILL BE NECESSARY 
TO SPRAY WITH THE RIGHT TYPE OF 
CHEMICAL

BUT IT IS BETTER TO AVOID SPRAYING 
ALTOGETHER BY USING INTEGRATED PEST 
MANAGEMENT

Keep away from 
the spray!

So many pests...
but I sprayed 

last week!

Which chemical 
did you use?

Before we decide what 
to do, let’s have a look 

at the plants

Check the leaves, the 
stems and the cobs

If there are a lot 
of spiders, you don’t 

need to spray
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Business opportunities for landless youth 
A busy roadside in Ambo Mesk, in Mecha. The shop 
has two rooms: a storeroom with shelves laden with 
chemicals, and an office that doubles as a place 
for the shopkeepers to relax. 

This modest facility is the base from which 24-year-
old Wondale Mehret and 19-year-old Tilahun Beka-
lu run their business. The young men are members 
of a group that offers pest-control services to 
farmers in the surrounding area.

“Our business is bringing a big change to the 
community here. For example, before farmers 
had to buy pesticides in towns, such as Bahir Dar 
or Merawi. Now they are saving on transportation 
costs”, says Wondale.

The partners sell chemicals and spraying services, 
and they charge reasonable prices: 30 birr to spray a kada, or quarter-hectare. They set up the shop in early 
2015, and attended AgroBIG training on pesticide management, business development and crop growing. 
AgroBIG also covered the cost of building the shop and provided them with supplies and equipment. 
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9 Mechanization

FArming is A continuous alternation between extremes of labour. At certain times 
of the year, farmers have little to do except wait: the crops are growing and 

need only the occasional weeding or checking for pests. In the dry season the 
fields are fallow and farmers can devote time to repairing equipment or looking 
for work in town.

But at other times, farmers are very busy: at the start of the rainy season they 
have to get their fields ready for seeding; at harvest time they have to gather in 
the crop, thresh it, dry it and store it safely before it gets damp, goes mouldy or is 
infested by pests. It is at these times that farmers need all the help they can get. But 
the work is hard, repetitive and time-consuming, and there are often not enough 
hands available. Planting is delayed and crops are damaged before they end up 
in the store or market. Postharvest losses for major cereals in Ethiopia is thought 
to be around 20%, while as much as 40% of perishable items may go to waste.

Mechanization is the answer to this problem. AgroBIG has focused on five main 
types of mechanization: ploughing, weeding, harvesting, threshing, and chop-
ping feed.

Ploughing
Most farmers in Mecha and Fogera prepare their fields using oxen. But that is 
slow, and means the farmer has to feed the oxen all year round. Using a tractor 
would be quicker, but tractors are expensive and prone to breakdowns. It is un-
realistic to expect every farmer to buy one, and too expensive for the programme 
to provide them to cooperatives. Those tractors that are available are often out of 
action because of poor maintenance or a lack of accessories or spare parts. Of six 
tractors delivered by the Amhara Bureau of Agriculture to Mecha in 2015, only 
one is now operational. 

The solution may lie in cooperatives or entrepreneurs providing ploughing ser-
vices (similar to the sprayer groups described in the previous section). AgroBIG 
has demonstrated tractor ploughing in Fogera, and has trained groups there on 
entrepreneurship and business management. It has provided disc harrows to 
make it possible for groups in Mecha to use the tractors they already have. Such 
groups charge around 3,000 birr to plough a hectare of land. 
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Weeding
AgroBIG has also supplied and demonstrated simple rotary weeders for use in 
rice fields. To use this equipment, it is necessary to plant rice in rows. That takes 
more work than simply broadcasting the seed or transplanting at random, but 
it makes weeding a lot easier and has the additional advantages of suppressing 
weeds and making harvesting easier.

Harvesting
Rice is still a relatively new crop in Ethiopia, 
and harvesting is still done mainly by hand: a 
back-breaking task that has to be done quickly 
to avoid “shattering” (loose grain falling on the 
ground and being lost). AgroBIG has demon-
strated various types of harvesting equipment:

 ● A hand-held harvester, which looks like a 
garden trimmer with an attachment to lay 
the rice stems down in a neat row ready for 
threshing.

 ● A walking harvester, which cuts several 
rows at a time and lays the stems flat ready 
for threshing.

 ● A mini-combine harvester: a ride-on ma-
chine that cuts the stems and threshes and 
bags the rice grain.

Threshing
Threshing is another arduous task that can eas-
ily be done by a machine. Most farmers thresh 
their maize either by hand – a laborious task 
that can take a team or workers several days 
– or by spreading the cobs on the ground and 
driving oxen over them. That contaminates the 
grain with dung and produces a lot of low-value 
broken grains. 

Threshing rice is also hard work: the farmer 
picks up an armful of cut stems and smashes 
them against a wooden frame. The grain falls 
onto the ground (a tarpaulin or threshing floor); 
the farmer tosses the stems away and stoops 

Demonstrating a walking rice 
harvester

Threshing by machine is much 
cheaper and faster than by 
hand
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to pick up another bundle. Losses are 
high: some of the precious rice is flung 
out of the threshing area, while some 
stays on the stems.

AgroBIG has helped set up threshing 
services operated by cooperatives and 
by youth groups, along similar lines to 
the sprayer groups described above. In 
fact, several of the sprayer groups have 
diversified into the threshing business. 
A farmer who wishes to use the service 
has to book ahead; the team brings the 
thresher to his or her house or field and 
manages the operations. The farmer’s 
family prepares the location, loads the 
cobs or bundles of rice into the thresher, 
and carries away the waste. The thresh-
ing team charges a modest fee: usually 
10 birr for 100 kg of grain. 

Threshing maize in Ambo Mesk
Alemayehu Nigatu smiles as she watches the last few 
cobs disappear into the thresher and the final grains fall 
onto the big pile in front of her house. It has taken just 2 
hours to thresh 5 tonnes of grain: a job that would have 
taken her family and ten hired labourers a whole day. 
Normally she has to pay the threshing team 700 birr and 
spend another 480 birr on food and drink. Threshing with 
the machine costs just 500 birr, and her children can go 
to school rather than having to stay at home to help. The 
maize grain is better-quality too: fewer broken grains, 
less dirt and wastage.

Alemayehu is just one of the farmers in Ambo Mesk, a 
kebele in western Mecha woreda, who hire Belayneh 
and Friends to thresh their crop. Belayneh Wube started 
an animal-fattening business in 2012 together with two 
other university graduates who were looking for work. An 
AgroBIG grant enabled them to diversify into threshing 
services. They topped up their grant of 60,000 birr with 
another 12,000 birr of their own money, and used the total 
to buy a thresher. In less than one month they threshed 
more than 120 tonnes of maize. They reckon that after 
they deduct their expenses, they earned 7,860 birr in the 
month, or 6.55 birr per 100 kg. In the coming year they 
hope to be able to thresh a total of 1,000 tonnes.

Alemayehu Nigatu with her threshed maize

No sand or stones in the threshed maize
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You’re going to 
have to stay 
here to help

But Mum, we 
have to go to 

school!

THE HARVEST HAS BEEN GOOD… BUT 
ALEMAYEHU HAS A PROBLEM...

...IT’S TOO MUCH TO THRESH ON HER OWN

700 birr, plus 
lunch and dinner

Don’t forget 
the coffee

And the 
beer!

They’re fast and 
efficient!

And cheap!

SHE COULD HIRE SOME WORKERS, BUT 
THAT WOULD BE EXPENSIVE

THEN SHE HEARS OF BELAYNEH WUBE’S 
THRESHING SERVICE

This is going quickly!
Only 500 birr!... That’s 

saved me 680 birr, and the 
maize quality is better too!

SHE HIRES BELAYNEH’S TEAM SHE SAVES MORE THAN HALF THE COST 
OF THRESHING, AND THERE ARE FEWER 
DAMAGED GRAINS

How am I going to 
thresh all this?
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Chopping feed, making beer
The Mecha woreda Women’s Affairs Office sug-
gested that Tasfaye Teshome, an active farmer 
who is a role model for her neighbours, apply for 
an AgroBIG grant. Tasfaye and her two children, 
18-year-old Gezatu Berie Negash and his 20-year-
old sister Netsannet, now run a small business 
that chops feed for their neighbours. The trio used 
their AgroBIG grant of 47,600 birr (and 8,400 birr 
of their own money) to buy a feed chopper that 
shreds maize stover and Rhodes grass (a sturdy 
type of fodder grass). This is a versatile piece 
of equipment: it can also grind maize grain into 
coarse pieces that can be used as animal feed or 
for making beer. It is light and easy to transport, so 
the team can put it on a cart and take it to farms 
within a radius of 8 kilometres.

Chopping feed
During the rainy season when vegetation grows a vigorous green, feeding 
livestock is not much of a problem. Farmers herd their animals on roadsides or 
unused land, or tether them so they can graze on their own. 

The dry season is a different story. Owners allow their animals to scavenge on 
crop stubble, and store dry stalks to feed them a daily ration. But the animals do 
not like to eat thick, desiccated stalks, and much goes to waste.

Chopping the stalks up makes them more palatable. But that is laborious when 
done by hand, and is a task that often falls to women, who typically have many 
other daily chores to attend to. A diesel-powered feed chopper might be the 
answer. AgroBIG tested this idea with a grant to a family of entrepreneurs in 
Mecha (see box).



Marketing

Onions ready for sale in Fogera
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10 After the harvest

TrAditionAlly, extension Agents Advise farmers on everything from choice of seed 
to harvesting methods. But their guidance tends to stop when the crops are 

harvested. Farmers and small-scale processors get little help in sorting, grading, 
packaging, processing and selling their output.

But such assistance can be just as important as helping them fight pests or boost 
yields. Traders like a uniform, reliable product, so sorting into grades can at 
least potentially bring the farmer a better price. So can putting the product into 
standard-sized bags or crates. Farmers with a few sacks of produce have little 
bargaining power. But if all the farmers in the village bring their produce to a 
collection centre, they may have enough to fill a whole lorry: an attractive prop-
osition for a trader. 

AgroBIG has helped farmers in Mecha and Fogera to get organized to sell in 
bulk, and to acquire the equipment they need to do so. It has helped small-scale 
processors to set up or strengthen their businesses, so creating a market for the 
farmer’s output.

Sorting and grading
AgroBIG trained 189 farmers (26 of them women) on basic sorting and grading 
of maize, onions and potatoes in Dangila (a town just to the west of Mecha) and 
Debre Tabor (to the east of Fogera). It also trained 546 farmers (31 women) in 
Mecha on maize sorting and grading. 

Weighing
A great deal of suspicion, and not a 
few arguments, arise between farmers 
and traders over the weight of produce 
traded. If the produce is weighed, the 
trader brings the scales – which farmers 
suspect are inaccurate.

The trader may merely estimate the 
weight of a pile of potatoes and set the 
price accordingly. He or she may insist 

AgroBIG has supplied calibrated scales to 
cooperatives
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Figure 10. Calibrated scales have helped resolve disputes between farmers and traders

90 kg at 
most!

But the scales 
say 100 kg…TRADER FARMER

on over-filling sacks. If the produce is weighed, it is the trader who brings the 
scales – which many farmers suspect are defective or under-weigh the load. Farm-
ers say that these factors may mean they lose 10–20% of their income from a sale. 

A solution is for the farmers to have their own weighing scales. AgroBIG has sup-
plied a total of 66 calibrated scales to cooperatives in Fogera and Mecha. A scale 
consists of a sturdy platform on which each bags is placed, and a balance that can 
be read easily. The farmers are familiar with such scales as they are commonly 
used in markets in Ethiopia to weigh grain and other bulk items.

Transport
Getting produce from A to B is a headache for many farmers in Amhara. Despite 
recent progress in building and maintenance, roads are still few and often rutted, 
making motor vehicles of limited use. Carts pulled by donkeys or mules are an 
alternative, but most farmers are poor, so cannot afford a cart of their own. They 
rely instead on hiring carts, but that is expensive: owners charge 50 or 60 birr per 
hour. The costs can quickly mount, making it unprofitable for farmers to take 
their produce to market. 
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AgroBIG has provided grants to cooperatives buy carts to rent out to their mem-
bers at reduced rates. The members must provide the mules to haul them. A total 
of 38 carts have been purchased through the programme, enabling farmers to 
bring their produce to collection centres run by the cooperatives.

Bags and crates
A trader who arrives in a village at harvest time 
typically finds the produce heaped on the bare 
ground, where it gathers dirt and is open to all 
manner of pests. The produce is hard to weigh, 
so the only alternative is to estimate the quan-
tity by eye. Loading it onto a pickup or lorry, 
and then unloading it again at the destination is 
time-consuming and can damage the produce. 
Passengers sitting on top of the load can harm 
it further.

Sacks and crates make things much easier. They 
protect their contents from wind, rain, pests and 
scrapes. They are a standard size, making negoti-
ations over prices and quantities a lot less prob-
lematic. They ease handling and storage. Farmers 
and traders in Ethiopia are used to paying for 
such packaging, so charging for them is easy.

AgroBIG has supplied various cooperatives with 
over 1,300 triple bags for maize and rice. These 
are sturdy, woven polypropylene bags with two 
airtight inner plastic bags, one inside the other. 
After these bags are filled with grain, they are 

PICS (Purdue Improved Crop 
Storage) bags are a type of 
triple bag used to store grain 
and legumes

AgroBIG has supplied both pushcarts and animal-drawn carts to cooperatives
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Getting the correct weights in Shina
Tafete Belete complains that for every 100 kg of 
produce he sold, he would lose 100–200 birr from 
the price, or 10–20% of the value of the produce. 
He blamed the dodgy scales that traders would use 
when they bought onions and rice. The scales were 
not calibrated; farmers suspected they showed 
less than the actual weight. And the traders even 
charged the farmers a fee for using the scales. 

Such problems are now in the past in Tafete’s home 
village of Worekamba, in Shina kebele in Fogera. 
The Shina Irrigation Cooperative, of which Tafete 
is secretary, applied for an AgroBIG Value Chain 
Grant to buy a set of scales. The equipment cost 
36,000 birr, of which the cooperative contributed 
the required 15%.

The coop buys produce from its 94 members (as 
well as from 500 other farmers) and sells it to 
wholesalers. Thanks to the new scales, the farmers can now be confident that their produce is weighed 
accurately. The coop charges 20 birr per 100 kg for using the scales. In two seasons, it has earned 
39,000 birr in fees from this service.

Getting to market: The Birgina Mariam Irrigation Cooperative
It is not that far from the village of Birgina Mariam 
to Woreta, the main town in Fogera: it takes about 
an hour by donkey cart. But without transport, it is 
still impossible for farmers to take produce there to 
sell. Hiring a cart to take their onions and cereals 
to market costs 50 birr per hour: an amount that 
eats into any profit that the farmers might hope to 
make from their sales.

Guadie Dubale and other members of the Birgina 
Mariam Irrigation Cooperative now have a better 
solution. The coop has acquired three carts and 
mules to pull them, which it rents out to its 100+ 
members for a mere 15 birr per hour. Non-mem-
bers can also hire the carts, but must pay 20 birr 
per hour. 

The carts cost a total of 48,000 birr, of which the 
cooperative found 15%. The rest came from an 
AgroBIG Value Chain Fund grant. The coop has already in two seasons recouped 3,000 birr through 
rental fees.

That is a big plus for the farmers of Birgina Mariam. Guadie Dubale has diversified into crops such as 
cabbage, green pepper, carrot, and lettuce. He can now get these high-value but perishable items to 
market quickly and reliably. He has used his earnings to improve his house and add solar lighting, and 
has saved 5,000 birr.

Tafete Belete and his family using the new scales 
at the Shina cooperative

Guadie Dubale and his family with one of the co-
operative’s carts
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closed tightly. After some time, the lack of oxygen in the innermost bag will kill 
insect pests, conserving the grain inside.

It has also provided around 700 wooden pallets to cooperatives for storing grain. 
These keep the bags off the ground, where they are subject to damp, and make 
it harder for pests to get into the contents.

Crates are better than sacks for transporting onions. AgroBIG has supplied 813 
plastic crates to cooperatives to meet the requirements of wholesalers in the two 
woredas.

Collection centres, grain 
stores and shops
Cooperative members deliver large volumes of products to central locations for 
bulking and sale. But many coops lack suitable storage facilities: they are forced 
to sell the produce quickly, before it spoils.

For rural communities, the weekly market days are important – not only for 
selling and buying, but also for social interaction. Marketplaces for vegetables 
are often out in the open, with no shade or formal arrangements: items are just 
displayed on the ground. Much can be done to create sales outlets that would 
reduce contamination and spoilage, and stimulate sales. 

AgroBIG has financed the construction of a range of buildings to ease bottlenecks 
in the value chain. It has made grants to construct 20 collection centres for onions 
and potatoes. These are centrally located facilities where farmers can bring their 
produce for sorting, grading, bulking and temporary storage while waiting for 
the buyer to pick it up. The programme has also supported the construction of 
two grain stores and a retail shop for two consumer coops in Fogrea, and nine 
grain stores, an input store (for the Koga Irrigation Union) and a warehouse (for 
the Merkeb Union) in Mecha.

Merkeb Cooperative Union, the biggest such union in Amhara with more than 
212,000 farmer members in 121 producer cooperatives in 11 woredas, has received 
two grants to improve its services in the maize value chain: one to build a maize 
warehouse at Mecha, and another to purchase 2,000 pallets to improve the grain 
storage in the warehouse. The total investment from AgroBIG is 7.1 million birr. 

AgroBIG has supported the construction of urban market centres to sell horti-
cultural products in both Fogera and Mecha, a terminal market for vegetables 
and fruit at Bahir Dar, and  roadside kiosks at critical spots along major roads to 
serve travellers and neighbouring communities. 
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Processing
AgroBIG has supported several larger-scale interventions in processing. Under its 
Matching Grant Fund, it provided 2.2 million birr to ETfruit, a government-owned 
distributor of horticultural products, to cover half the cost of a warehouse and 
packing house in Bahir Dar. ETfruit has numerous retail outlets in Bahir Dar 
and buys large amounts of onions and potatoes in Amhara. This investment 
will establish the company as a significant value chain actor in the region. The 
Amhara regional authorities have helped the company secure the land needed 
to build the facility.

A second grant was awarded to a company spun off from Bahir Dar University 
to set up a potato-flour factory. The total investment in this factory is 7 million 

Chips and crisps
Sinteyahu (see the story at the start of this book) 
is one of 25 women (and one man) in Bahir Dar 
with chip- and crisp-making businesses who have 
received AgroBIG support. The programme has 
advised them on marketing, accounting and saving, 
as well as linked them to suppliers and markets. 

Nineteen of the women have been organized into 
two cooperatives; a third cooperative is being 
formed. The coops help their members get pota-
toes and government-subsidized cooking oil. They 
currently buy potatoes from the market, but they 
are negotiating with ETfruit for a regular supply at 
a lower price. 

Chip-making is not confined to the city of Bahir Dar. 
A group of young women in Brkat, a remote village 
in Mecha, has also started chopping and frying 
potatoes. They attended 5 days of training on how 
to process potatoes and onions, run by AgroBIG 
along with the woreda offices for Women and 
Children’s Affairs and for Technical and Vocational 
Enterprise Development. AgroBIG supplied them 
with four electric deep-fryers to start their business.

The six women in the group started off by serving 
chips and crisps free of charge to attract new cus-
tomers. Fried potatoes are not a familiar snack, 
and most of their customers are below the age of 
18. The women now sell chips at 1–2 birr per bag, 
either direct to consumers or to local shops. Unreliable power supplies in Mecha often forces the women 
to go back to more traditional charcoal stoves and frying pans.

The women work independently but have a joint savings scheme, with each person paying in 5 birr per 
week. Their savings have grown quickly: enough to buy a fifth fryer. One of the six, Seblewongel Alebel, 
even has a shelter under which she makes and sells her chips. She hopes to diversify into processing 
potato starch and tomatoes.

Seblewongel Alebel and Meseret Abere making 
crisps in Brkat
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“Special bread” from Bahir Dar
While Berhanu Aragaw was working for an inter-
national development organization, he became an 
expert in the various ways potato flour can be used. 
He gave up his job and started a potato-processing 
company that now employs nine other people.

The company’s factory on the outskirts of Bahir Dar 
dries potatoes in the sun, then smashes and grinds 
them into flour, which it then turns into injera, baby 
food and bread. The bread is made of a mixture 
of about 70% potato flour and 30% wheat flour; it 
retails under the label “special bread”.

An AgroBIG Value Chain Fund grant of 136,000 birr 
enabled Berhanu to buy an oven, a baking machine 
and dough-making equipment. He has been able 
to increase production by 15% and hopes to hire 
another four staff. The company sells its products 
to customers at three locations.

Consumers’ attitudes remain a problem: many 
people are reluctant to try novel products and 
anyway regard potatoes as a poor person’s food. 
That makes active promotion is crucial, such as 
the “bazaar” event supported by AgroBIG and the 
Bureau for Trade, Industry and Market Develop-
ment in Bahir Dar in early 2016, where people had 
a chance to taste potato bread. Berhanu hopes that 
it will be possible to drop the “special bread” label 
that disguises the identity of its major ingredient, 
and that customers will start asking for “potato bread” instead. Before that, the company needs to improve 
its packaging and create better linkages with retailers. 

Berhanu is ambitious: he plans to open a branch in Mecha and hopes that his company will become a 
nationally known potato processor. Kas be kas, step by step, as Ethiopians might say. 

A new oven has enabled Berhanu Aragaw to boost 
production by 15%

birr, of which AgroBIG has contributed 2.2 million. The potato flour will be mixed 
with teff flour and used to make injera for the 14,000 students at the university. 

A set of smaller grants totalling 5 million birr have gone to various private en-
terprises to buy 9 rice-processing machines. This equipment first soaks the un-
husked grain, then steams it and dries it before it is milled. This process reduces 
the amount of broken grains and improves the nutritive value of the rice. The 
equipment is expected to improve the quality of the rice produced in Fogera so 
that it can be sold to more quality-conscious markets.

But processing does not have to happen at a large scale. AgroBIG has made 
several smaller grants from its Value Chain Fund to cooperatives or individual 
entrepreneurs. These have focused on processing potatoes (processing rice and 
maize tends to be larger-scale, and onions are generally sold fresh rather than 
processed).
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11 Market and business 
development

The meAsures described so far have mostly involved providing some kind of 
hardware – seeds, equipment, buildings, and so on, along with skills training 

on how to use them. But organization and communication are just as important. 
AgroBIG has undertaken various initiatives to identify and overcome problems 
in this area.

Product promotion
Improving the yields and quality of crops is of little use if no one wants to buy the 
products. AgroBIG has held a series of events and produced a range of information 
materials to boost knowledge of the four commodities, raise awareness among 
traders and consumers, familiarize them with new items, and make markets more 
competitive. These have included exhibitions, trade fairs and “bazaars”.

A field day in Debre Tabor (in Fogera), a trade fair in Dessie (a town in eastern 
Amhara) and promotional visits to major urban areas aimed to interest buyers 
in onions produced in Fogera. Stands at trade fairs and bazaars in Bahir Dar and 
Debre Markos (a town on the road to Addis Ababa) displayed samples of products 
such as certified onion seeds and items made from potato (bread, snacks, alcohol, 
injera, chips, crisps, etc.) and rice (white, brown, parboiled). A hotel presented 
over a dozen rice recipes to visitors. 

AgroBIG collaborated closely with local cooperatives, producers’ groups and 
processors on these events, as well as with the Fogera Office of Trade and Trans-
port and the woreda Cooperation Promotion Agency.

Consumers are now more aware of the availability and value of these products. 
Offering visitors free samples to taste is a good way to get people to try novel 
foods. The events are also a good opportunity to negotiate deals with potential 
buyers. Sales have increased as a result. 
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Building market linkages
Business relations between farmers and traders are often fragile and full of mis-
trust. Farmers claim that the traders do not give them an adequate price, and 
often cheat on the weight of produce they buy. Traders complain that the produce 
quality is low and that deliveries are unreliable. 

Many of these problems are due to a lack of mutual understanding or informa-
tion. Farmers do not understand what happens to their product once it leaves 
the farm or who the end-users are. Traders, for their part, often fail to appreciate 
the difficult conditions that farmers face in trying to grow their crops. Potential 
go-betweens such as government agencies, research institutes and NGOs have 
failed to bridge the gap.

AgroBIG has tried to promote understanding in two ways: by creating direct 
linkages between producers and buyers, and by establishing multi-stakeholder 
platforms that encourage discussion and provide solutions to problems in a 
particular commodity chain.

Linking producers to buyers
Onions and potatoes are bulky, perishable and costly to transport, so farmers 
often feel forced to sell their output to the first trader who comes along (or, as 
noted earlier, accuse traders of forming cartels). AgroBIG has helped producers’ 
cooperatives establish business relationships and negotiate contracts with whole-
sale buyers and consumer associations. For example: 

 ● Farmers’ cooperatives in Fogera have supplied more than nearly 150 tonnes 
of onions to ETfruit under a contract agreement, and ETfruit has trained the 
farmers how to ensure a quality product.

 ● Cooperatives in Mecha and Fogera have contracted with big buyers from 
Addis Ababa, Mekele, Shire and Dessie to supply 5,200 tonnes of onions and 
4,235 tonnes of potatoes.

 ● Alle Bejmela, a big, govern-
ment-owned nationwide cash-
and-carry chain, has conducted 
intensive tests of rice from Fogera. 
The chain has expressed interest 
in stocking the product. But first, 
cooperatives must overcome some 
hurdles: they must be able to pro-
vide a reliable supply of a sufficient 
volume of rice, and they must be 
VAT-registered.

The Kudmi cooperative now has greater 
negotiating power with potential buyers
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Multi-stakeholder platforms
Sometimes it is necessary to bring farmers together with not just a single buyer 
but with a range of other stakeholders involved in a value chain. AgroBIG has 
sponsored several such multi-stakeholder platforms. 

One such forum, focusing on rice, was organized in Debre Markos to create link-
ages between Fogera rice growers and traders in the towns of Debre Markos and 
Bure. Other participants included representatives of consumer cooperatives and 
marketing specialists. The forum helped make buyers from the southern parts of 
Amhara familiar with the Fogera rice; it also showed that more work was needed 
to promote the product in this part of Amhara.

Another multi-stakeholder platform focused on rice quality. The quality of Fogera 
rice tends to be low, but there is a lot of potential to overcome this and make 
it more competitive in the market. AgroBIG supported the Amhara Bureau of 
Trade, Industry and Market Development to convene a meeting of stakeholders 
concerned with this issue. The participants included rice producers, cooperatives, 
traders and processors from Woreta, a consumer cooperative union from Bahir 
Dar, hotels, staff from trade agencies at the regional, zonal and woreda levels, 
researchers and development workers. The platform identified the reasons for 
the quality problems and agreed actions to overcome these.

A third meeting, organized in collaboration with the Amhara Cooperatives Pro-
motion Agency, dealt with business-to-business linkages between consumer and 
producer cooperatives in Fogera and Mecha. The participants agreed to strengthen 
their business ties and developed action plans for each of the parties to implement.

These multi-stakeholder platforms have been invaluable sources of ideas and 
guidance for the AgroBIG programme. The presence of representatives from each 
of the stakeholder groups makes it possible to explore topics in detail and reach 
conclusions that will address everyone’s concerns and will be acceptable to all.

Figure 11. Famers and traders 
often mistrust each other
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Fostering healthy trading practices
Many of the commodity traders in Amhara engage in practices that are suspect 
(at the best) or downright illegal. This is particularly a problem in the onion trade. 
In Fogera, nearly 80 unregistered brokers used to operate, acting as middlemen 
between producers and the traders who bought the produce, and dominating the 
market at the expense of producers. We have already referred to some of their 
practices. They reserve fields of onions for themselves before the harvest, colluding 
with other brokers to deny the farmer an alternative buyer. They prevent lorries 
from crossing certain plots in order to get to another field to pick up produce. 
They charge high fees, but contribute little to the transaction themselves. They 
weigh produce using unreliable scales, at night when it is hard for farmers to 
check the actual weights. They try to reduce the farmers’ bargaining power by 
weakening cooperatives. They never pay for produce on the spot, forcing farmers 
to wait for their money.

Together with the Amhara Bureau of Trade, Industry and Market Development 
and its woreda-level equivalents, AgroBIG has organized a series of meetings 
with stakeholders to combat such practices. These have raised awareness of the 
problem and enabled farmers to bypass the illegal brokers and sell in bulk, directly 
to other traders. Many of the brokers have now registered with the authorities 
and improved their business practices. As a result, farmers in Fogera have sold 
over 1,500 tonnes of onions directly to traders without interference from such 
unwanted brokers. Prices have stabilized at levels that are attractive to farmers, 
who thus have an incentive to boost their production and quality.

Making market information available 
A value chain consists of three types of flows. First, and most obvious, is the 
product itself, which undergoes transformation as it heads from the field to the 
plate. Farmers grow potatoes, which they harvest, clean, sort and sell to a trav-
elling trader. The trader sells to a market stallholder, who sells to a vendor, who 
peels, slices and fries the potatoes and sells chips to a consumer.

Figure 13. Brokers “reserve” 
fields before the harvest, 
preventing farmers from selling 
to another buyer
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Second, and just as obvious, money flows in the opposite direction. The consumer 
pays the vendor, who buys from the stallholder, who buys from the trader, who 
purchases the raw product from the farmer. 

Third, and less obvious but just as important, is information. Each actor in the 
chain needs information about the product, its amount and quality, where to buy 
it, and the likely price. Only then can they negotiate a price.

Unfortunately, information is often the key ingredient that is lacking in a value 
chain. Without adequate information, farmers do not know what the demand for 
their products is, and so cannot plan what types of crops to plant or when best to 
plant, harvest or sell. They do not know who might want to buy their products, 
so feel forced to sell to the first trader who comes along. That puts them in a weak 
bargaining position: they must accept the price offered rather than haggling for 
better terms.

Traders usually have more information than farmers, but for them too, it can be 
a constraint. They do not know which farmers have grown what, and when it 
will be ready for sale. So they have to rely on brokers, who cream off a dispro-
portionate amount of revenue for a simple piece of information. Traders also 
need information on market prices and potential customers, so they can plan 
their own businesses. 

Internet-based market information 
The Amhara Bureau of Trade, Industry 
and Market Development is establish-
ing an internet-based market informa-
tion system for key commodities. The 
idea is to even out the playing field by 
providing certain types of information 
to all actors in the value chain. This will 
enable them to negotiate on an equal 
footing. AgroBIG has been happy to 
support this initiative. 

The Institute for Economic Research 
of Bahir Dar University analysed the 
needs for market information in Am-
hara, focusing on horticultural crops 
in Mecha and Fogera. It found that 
while the Amhara government already 
has an ambitious system to collect and 
disseminate market information (it 
aims to collect information on 82 com-
modities in 23 locations throughout the 
region), it lacks the staff, equipment 

SMS = Short Message Service
XML= eXtensible Markup Language

Figure 14. Flows in the market 
information system
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and resources to do so effectively. The 
needs analysis proposed instead to set 
up a system covering just potatoes, to-
matoes and onions. This system would 
collect and disseminate two categories 
of information:
• Regular (day-to-day) information:  

market prices for these commodi-
ties from major market centres.

• Once-in-a-while (every three 
months) information:  the expected 
production, the grade, quantity and 
quality of the commodity for sale, 
seed types and prices, input prices, 
availability and use, forecasts of 
weather, pests and diseases, production costs, production tips, market trends 
and forecasts, the contact details of potential buyers and transporters, and 
considerations such as payment terms and packaging requirements.

The university designed the basic architecture and made detailed recommenda-
tions for such a system. This will support various channels of communication: 
voice, SMS text messages and web, with an XML facility to link to other market 
information systems (Figure 14).

When the system is fully operational, the data will be collected and sent to a 
central database for the various information services to draw on. Users will be 
able to get information in various ways:

 ● By visiting the website www.amharabotimd.gov.et
 ● By dialling 8096 to receive a text message on their mobile phones
 ● By dialling 8092 to get a voice-mail message
 ● By checking special information screens set up in the target woredas.

AgroBIG has supported the training of 162 staff at the regional, woreda and 
kebele levels to provide market information and related information technology 
services. Some 25 of these are women.

Minimedia centres
Most of the approaches described above are “pull” methods: the user must do 
something (dial a number, visit a website) in order to get the information. The 
exception is the information screens: they are easily visible to passers-by. But other 
such “push” methods are needed to increase the spread of market information.

Minimedia centres are one of these. These are offices equipped with a loudspeaker 
on a tall pole at the centre of the main settlement in the kebele. At scheduled times 
on market days, holidays and weekends, the operator broadcasts information 

Validation workshop for regional 
stakeholders of the marketing system
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on farming practices, market prices, 
health, education and announcements. 
AgroBIG has supported the construc-
tion and equipment of ten such centres, 
and has trained 38 operators. These 
centres have become a source of reli-
able information on price, improved 
practices and awareness on subjects 
ranging from marketing to community 
development and governance issues.

Radio and television
Broadcast media are another way 
of reaching a large number of users 
quickly, easily and cheaply. AgroBIG 
has sponsored the broadcast of current 
price information on Amhara regional 
radio and television channels. Some 
13 radio and 36 TV programmes have 
been broadcast on topics such as the 
impact of brokers on onion marketing, 
quality onion and potato seeds, and 
the AgroBIG programme itself. Am-
hara television has transmitted price 
information for onions, potatoes and 
rice at the Fogera, Mecha and Bahir Dar 
markets three times a week. AgroBIG 
has arranged for 10 experts to attend a 
10-day training course on reporting and 
radio and TV skills.

Minimedia centres broadcast information  
over community loudspeakers
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12 Organizations 
and networks

Working together hAs mAny advantages: sharing labour and ideas, improv-
ing communication and coordination, boosting efficiency, and gaining 

economies of scale. AgroBIG promotes groups at three distinct levels: clusters of 
farmers, formal cooperatives, and networks. 

Clusters of farmers
Individual smallholders have a tough time trying to produce and market their 
products. Working alone, they have to do everything themselves: purchase inputs, 
work the land, tend and harvest crops, process and sort their produce, and find 
a buyer. Working with others in the same situation makes things a lot easier: a 
group can coordinate its land preparation, planting, field work, irrigation, pest 
control and harvesting, buy and sell in bulk, negotiate prices and terms with 
suppliers and customers, get services such as credit and transport, help each 
other with work, and learn from one another.

Working with clusters of farmers also makes extension and other services more 
efficient. Instead of having to arrange meetings with individual farmers, a field 
agent can interact with a whole group at the same time. Services such as certified 
seed supplies and organic certification, which would be uneconomic for lots of 
individual smallholders, become practicable with a cluster. 

Clusters work best if all the farmers cultivate adjacent plots, have similar soil types 
and access to irrigation (or not, as the case may be), and wish to grow the same 
crops. AgroBIG has helped organize over 100 clusters of farmers who cultivate 
adjoining plots (Table 3). 

AgroBIG and the woreda offices of agriculture first identified suitable areas for 
clusters, familiarized potential members with the idea, and helped those who were 
interested to form groups. They then helped the newly formed clusters obtain im-
proved seeds and provided them with training, assistance and financial support. 
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Advantages of clusters
 ● It is easier to reach farmers in a group rather than each one individually

 ● The farmers can share experiences and learn from each other

 ● The farmers can coordinate their field operations and improve their efficiency

 ● The farmers can bulk and sell their produce as a group, attracting higher prices

 ● Growing the same seed on adjacent plots avoids varietal contamination.

Extension 
worker

Extension 
worker

Individual 
farmers

Cluster of 
farmers
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Rice seed multiplication 
Producing rice seed is a specialized 
business. AgroBIG helped organize 13 
groups of farmers, with 10–14 mem-
bers each, to form clusters. It provided 
guidance on suitable farming practices 
for seed growing and postharvest han-
dling, as well as certified seed and the 
diammonium phosphate and urea fer-
tilizers needed to achieve a good yield. 
It demonstrated rotary weeders and 
harvesters and distributed these to the 
groups. It also assisted the farmers to 
certify the seed they had produced with 
the Regional Plant Quarantine Agency.

In 2016, farmers produced 43 tonnes of certified Edget variety rice seed. This 
variety is in high demand among farmers in Fogera as unlike X-Jigna, the most 
widely planted variety in the area, it tolerates cold weather well. 

Onion production 
Also in Fogera, AgroBIG helped organize nearly 1,200 farmers in seven kebeles 
into 24 clusters to produce onions. Training for the producers covered improved 
production and postharvest practices.

Maize production 
AgroBIG drew on its experience with clusters for rice seed and onions in Fogera to 
organize 71 clusters in Mecha focusing on maize production. These clusters have 
nearly 4,000 members (about 10% of them women), farming nearly 2,500 hectares 
of land. AgroBIG provided technical training on farming practices, sorting and 
grading, and demonstrated threshing equipment and storage bags for the grain.

Table 3. Clusters of farmers organized by AgroBIG

Focus Location Clusters Farmers Hectares

Rice seed 5 kebeles, Fogera 12  204  60 
Onion 7 kebeles, Fogera 24  1,184  211 
Maize 3 kebeles, Mecha 71  3,967  2,488 
Outgrowers Koga irrigation area, Mecha 6  113  96 

Total 114  5,442  2,855 

Rice seed cluster farm in Fogera
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Outgrowers
Koga Veg is a company that produces 
peas and other horticultural crops for 
the local and international markets. 
AgroBIG linked 113 farmers in the 
Koga irrigation area to Koga Veg, 
which contracted them as outgrowers. 
Such an arrangement is one of the few 
ways that smallholder farmers can 
produce for a high-value market. But 
first, the farmers had to be trained in the 
techniques needed to produce the qual-
ity of produce required, and facilities 
needed to comply with the company’s 
standards had to be provided: shelters, 
a latrine, washing facilities and shower, a blending area for chemicals, and fencing. 
The clusters of outgrowers signed a contract with the company. Unfortunately, 
the farm’s facilities were damaged during recent social unrest, and the contract 
could not be realised.

Strengthening farmers’ cooperatives
Six million farmers in Ethiopia are members of some 40,000 cooperatives, and 
the number of coops is rising quickly. Ideally, they help their members obtain 
production inputs and sell their yield. Despite the huge potential, they often fall 
short of the needs and expectations.

From the farmers’ point of view, it makes sense to join a coop or become active 
members only if doing so increases their income. But most cooperatives in Amhara 
are still in their infancy. They lack the capital to buy their members’ produce, bulk 
it and negotiate better prices with potential buyers. Farmers continue to have to 
trade as individuals and have no alternative but to take the price offered. The 
cooperatives also lack the production, postharvest and market facilities needed 
to provide the services their members demand. They are poorly organized and 
lack links with suppliers, service providers and potential customers.

AgroBIG aims to overcome these constraints in various ways. It builds the capacity 
of the cooperatives’ management and helps them develop networks and obtain 
seeds and other inputs. It builds an understanding of markets for their members’ 
products, and helps create linkages with potential buyers and providers of work-
ing capital. Cooperatives have been the main beneficiaries of AgroBIG’s Value 
Chain Fund grants for facilities such as collection centres, transport, irrigation 
pumps, spraying equipment, threshers and other equipment. 

It is hoped that kick-starting the cooperatives in this way will start a beneficial 
circle: once the coops are able to offer useful services to their members, more 

Outgrowers visiting the Koga Veg farm
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farmers will see the benefits of joining or becoming more active members, which 
will in turn enable the cooperatives to upgrade their services. 

Networking and partnerships
Clusters of farmers operate at the local level in each village. Cooperatives operate 
at the kebele level. At the woreda and regional levels, AgroBIG has supported 
networking and the creation of partnerships among cooperatives, the various 
levels of government, companies, service organizations such as research and 
credit institutions, other development projects, and donors. This has taken the 
form of sponsorship or participation in events, forums, consultation meetings and 
workshops. AgroBIG has benefited from the ideas presented at these events and 
has coordinated its work with the other organizations represented. The events 
have also been a good platform for presenting AgroBIG’s own approaches and 
experiences.

Major partners in networking

Horticulture, vegetables

 ● ATA , Agricultural Transformation Agency

 ● SNV , Netherlands Development Organisation

 ● GRAD , Graduation with Resilience to Achieve 
Sustainable Development (a development pro-
gramme implemented by CARE)

Onion

 ● Bahir Dar University 

Potatoes

 ● Bahir Dar University 

 ● CIP , International Potato Center

 ● VITA  (an Irish development organization)

Rice

 ● Debre Tabor University  

 ● ISSD Africa , Integrated Seed System Devel-
opment project

 ● MEDA , Mennonite Economic Development 
Associates

 ● FNRRTC , Fogera National Rice Research and 
Training Centre

 ● JICA , Japan International Cooperation Agency

 ● EARI , Ethiopian Agricultural Research Institute

Maize

 ● AGP-AMDe , Agricultural Growth Program – 
Agribusiness and Market Development Project

 ● AMSAP , Advanced Maize Seed Adoption 
Program

Soil management

 ● GSE , Geological Survey of Ethiopia

 ● OARI , Oromia Agricultural Research Institute

 ● GTK , Geological Survey of Finland

 ● LuKe , Natural Resources Institute Finland.
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A youth group in Koga shelling maize
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13 Delivering services 

A vAlue chAin consists not only of the chain actors – the people or companies 
who grow crops, trade and process them. It also includes a wide range of 

service providers who make it possible for the chain to work. They supply seed, 
fertilizer and other inputs, help prepare the land for planting, control pests and 
diseases, supply and maintain machinery, dig wells, thresh the yield, and trans-
port the produce. They are backed up by individuals and organizations who offer 
advice, provide credit, develop new technologies and disseminate information.

Some of these services are typically provided by the private sector. Input-sup-
ply shops are usually owned privately; the owners of donkey carts and tractors 
provide transport and ploughing for a fee; transport companies carry produce 
to town; banks and microfinance institutions provide credit. Cooperatives may 
perform certain functions, such as bulk purchases and sales. And the govern-
ment delivers services such as training, research and extension advice, as well 
as building infrastructure and setting and enforcing rules.

Nevertheless, these services are subject to numerous bottlenecks. They often 
have limited capacity, are poorly organized, unaccountable, or dependent on 
subsidies. All too often, they simply do not exist, or are unaffordable for the 
majority of farmers. 

AgroBIG works with all three types of providers. It has helped organize and 
equip groups of landless youths or women to provide services such as pest con-
trol, well-digging, threshing and feed-chopping (described in an earlier chapter). 
It has strengthened cooperatives and assisted them to set up collection centres 
and provide transport and marketing services for their members (also covered 
earlier). And it has worked with government agencies in various ways (we cover 
these in the following section).

Private sector
AgroBIG has worked with 21 private-sector groups with a total of 252 members in 
Fogera, and 6 groups (58 members) and 5 cooperatives in Mecha (Table 4). These 
provide a range of services: they spray fields for pests, supply agrochemicals and 
advise on pest control, drill wells, maintain pumps, plough fields, thresh maize, 
and load and unload produce. In 2016, they served nearly 20,000 farmer clients 
and earned more than 1.2 million birr. Loading and unloading is the biggest 
money-earner, followed by threshing and well-drilling. While pest control has 
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benefited by far the most clients, drilling wells is a bigger undertaking, so the 
well-digging teams have actually earned more money. The teams have sunk 22 
wells to a depth of up to 30 metres; each well irrigates 2–3 ha of land. 

Just as important as the money earned by the service providers have been the 
services they have rendered to the farmers. Expert pest control or a repaired pump 
can mean the difference between a successful harvest and one that is a disaster 
for the farmers concerned.

Lessons
It is best to introduce commercial services first in areas that are easily accessible. 
That allows farmers from other areas to see the benefits of the services.

AgroBIG tried organizing groups to maintain irrigation canals in the Koga area 
in Mecha. But this was not viable: the farmers usually maintain their own canals, 
so there was little demand for the service. 

A lot of work (such as pest control and threshing) is seasonal, so the teams pro-
viding such services end up without work for part of the year. Helping them find 
complementary activities would bridge such periods and make the services more 
profitable and sustainable.

Public sector 
AgroBIG’s efforts to strengthen public-sector services have included training 
staff and farmers, developing training materials, and upgrading facilities and 
equipment.

Training for staff and farmers
Extension staff in Amhara are schooled in solving agronomic questions – how 
to increase production and yields. But many lack the skills they need to advise 
farmers in the unfamiliar world of market-based production, postharvest han-
dling and value chains. And even in agronomy, extension staff lack the practical 
experience they need to advise farmers credibly.

AgroBIG has sponsored a range of practical training for trainers on improved 
agronomic practices for onions and potatoes, refresher training on onion and rice 
production, maize production, and integrated pest management. The participants 
went on to do echo-trainings for farmers in onion and potato production, irri-
gation management, rice-seed multiplication, maize agronomy and postharvest 
handling (Table 5).
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Table 4. Services provided to farmers by groups and cooperatives, 2016

Service group Groups Membership Clients Coverage Income 
(birr)

Fogera

Spraying 4 23 2,638 592.5 ha 126,945
Pump maintenance 3 17 253 253 pumps 33,105
Well drilling 2 11 22 22 wells 198,000
Tractor ploughing 1 12 60 34 ha 68,000
Loading, unloading 11 189 - 5,740 tonnes 344,400

Total 21 252 2,973 770,450

Mecha

Agrochemical groups 4 30
• Chemical supply 11,297 14,390 litres 125,200
• Spraying 2,816 872 ha 53,210
• Maize threshing  1,951 1,970 tonnes 197,000
Mechanization groups 2 28
• Maize threshing  172 570 tonnes 57,000
• Tractor ploughing 9 ha 27,000
Multipurpose coops 5 -
• Maize threshing 667 610 tonnes 53,408

Total 11 58 16,903 512,818

Overall total 32 310 19,876 1,283,268

Field day on growing onion seed

Field days have been held at various 
locations to promote seed multiplica-
tion, seed certification and posthar-
vest handling techniques. Farmers 
and outsiders visited demonstration 
plots of crops, listened to briefings 
on improved methods, and watched 
demonstrations on new technologies, 
and discussed problems with senior 
officials. They took away with them 
information leaflets about the recom-
mended approaches.

Exchange visits have enabled farmers, 
coop leaders, local experts and offi-
cials to see new ideas for themselves. 
Topics have included clustering, 
cooperative and irrigation water man-
agement, onion and potato production 
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Table 5. Training, exchange visits and field days supported by AgroBIG, 2014–16
Numbers of participants in normal type. Numbers of groups or events in italics

Courses/events Total Fogera Mecha Region Women

Seed system/ business

Training for farmers in seed multiplication & marketing 
• Onion seed 409 169 139 101 22
• Potato seed 448 111 337 36
• Rice seed 348 348 11
• Rice seed and clustering 565 565 17
Training on direct seed marketing 160 160 11
Training for coop leaders in seed marketing 179 55 124 16
Exchange visits on seed multiplication 463 200 201 62 62
Field days on seed 9 4 5

Participants in field days 640 150 490 53

Production and quality improvement

Training of trainers for extension agents 
• Onion/potato production 228 104 58 66 33
• Integrated pest management 37 37 -
• Rice production 38 38 6
Training of farmers 
• Onion and potato production 1638 1024 614 118
• Irrigation water management 478 379 99 39
• Rice production 361 361 11
• Maize production 326 326 16
Exchange visits (clustering, irrigation management, 
production, marketing) 558 200 313 45 43

Field days on onion bulb and rice production 8 4 4

Marketing & market information systems

Training of trainers for coop experts 102 102 23
Coop members, leaders & employees 970 568 185 217 165
Training for experts in market information system 162 162 40
Exchange visits on marketing 65 32 33 1

Processing/value addition

Potato chips/crisp processing 33 33 33
Rice quality consultation workshop 78 78 14
Rice food demonstration 230 230
Food processing & grant application 109 12 97 87
Validation workshop for chip sellers 60 60 50
Training in maize sorting and grading for farmers, trad-
ers, etc. 669 123 546 38
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Courses/events Total Fogera Mecha Region Women

Training in maize sorting and grading for coop leaders, 
farm service providers and experts 229  72 108 49 20

Training for farmers in potato & onion sorting & grading 181 122  59 8

Business management

Training of trainers for woreda trade and technical, vo-
cational and enterprise development experts 106 58 48 12

Traders and processers 108 48 60 13
Training of trainers for coop experts 287 ? 185 102 53
Exchange visit on horticulture contract marketing 72 72 10
Training for coop experts in recertification / grading 42 42 13

Well drilling & pump maintenance

Groups organized in clusters 4 4

Training for youths in specific skills 26 26 2

Mechanization

Groups organized/strengthened 3 1 new 2 old

Training for youths on tractor maintenance 12 12 1
Local exchange visits 8 8

Agrochemical spraying

Groups organized in clusters 8 4 4

Training for youths in specific skills 50 24 26 5
Training for youths for centre of competence test 24 12 12

Irrigation canal maintenance

Groups organized in clusters 4 4

Training in basic skills 24 24  3

Value chain facilitation

Training for regional and woreda technical and steering 
committee members/focal persons 87 87 15

Study tour on horticulture and rice value chains (Kenya, 
Thailand) 46 46 2

Mini media

Training of trainers for media experts 28 12 16  12
Training for minimedia operators 41 15 26 - 15

Gender and environment

Training on agronomy, home economics, potato 
processing 78 66 12 78

Environment stakeholders workshop 247 247  21
Environment awareness creation 1322 582 740 100

Table 5 (cont.)
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methods, and marketing. Lessons from these visits have been documented and 
circulated to all stakeholders so they can replicate the ideas in their own areas. 
Participants drew up plans to do this, but follow up and monitoring have been 
weak. 

AgroBIG has organized study tours for 46 government and other staff to Kenya 
and Thailand, focusing on the horticulture and rice value chains. 

Training materials
AgroBIG has backed up these training 
courses and other events with a set of 
technical manuals in Amharic aimed 
at extension workers. These manuals 
detail good agronomic and postharvest 
handling of onions, potatoes, rice and 
maize. A set of leaflets on crop produc-
tion have been distributed to farmers.

A set of training manuals aimed at co-
operative managers cover topics such 
as marketing, book-keeping, business 
plan preparation, and storage man-
agement. The Cooperative Promotion 
Agency is revising these further to 
make them more user-friendly.

To help the Regional Plant Quarantine 
Agency improve its services, AgroBIG 
developed technical manuals on the 
regulations governing the multiplica-
tion and quality control of horticultural 
seeds and seedlings. Field guides on 
pests and diseases have been prepared, as well as detailed guidelines on how to 
implement laws covering seed.

Improving facilities
Each kebele is supposed to have a training centre where farmers can learn new 
techniques. But some kebeles still do not have such a centre, and many of those 
that do exist lack the equipment needed for effective training. AgroBIG has 
supported the construction and furnishing of eight farmer training centres in 
selected kebeles. 

Extension offices at the woreda level also suffer from inadequate, often dilapidat-
ed, facilities and a lack of transport. AgroBIG has supported the construction of an 

AgroBIG has produced a range of training 
materials for farmers and extension 
workers
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office and staff hall in Fogera, and supplied furniture and equipment, including 
computers, printers and projectors, to woreda offices and farmer training cen-
tres. It has installed broadband connections in several offices, enabling them to 
access information on the internet. It has provided two cars, 25 motorbikes and 
22 bicycles to woreda partners.

To improve the supply of disease-free potato mini-tubers and onion seed, AgroBIG 
has collaborated with the International Potato Center (CIP) to upgrade facilities 
at the Adet Agricultural Research Center. CIP has provided insect-proof nets 
while AgroBIG has supported the construction and renovation of screenhouses, 
as well as providing laboratory equipment for tissue culture and 5,000 plastic 
pots to raise planting materials. This has increased the centre’s capacity to 25,000 
mini-tubers. AgroBIG has also erected polyhouses (plastic-covered greenhouses) 
at the Woramit horticulture trial site, making it possible to produce onion bulbs 
in the rainy season for the first time. This site is also intended for use for demon-
strations on onion production.

Lessons
Seeing is believing. Farmers learn more from demonstrations, exchange visits 
and field days than through conventional training. Selected farmers can then 
go on to act as role models in promoting the technology. Study tours abroad are 
expensive; if used, they need to be planned and targeted carefully. 

Commitment and collaboration among government agencies (including those at 
the woreda level) and development organizations are important. Support must 
be coordinated to create synergy and avoid duplication. 

Building the capacity of seed laboratories for seed quality control and certifica-
tion is important, but it is not enough. It is also necessary to curb the activities of 
illegal seed dealers who undermine the seed supply system.

Building a training centre for horticulture
High-value horticultural products offer a lot of promise for Amhara’s farmers. But the region lacks suitable 
facilities to train extension staff and farmers in the skills needed to grow and market them. AgroBIG is 
supporting the conversion of the Bikolo Abay horticultural multiplication site, near Wotet Abay in Mecha 
into a full-fledged training centre.

The training needs assessment, feasibility study and design work were done by Amhara Design and 
Supervision Works Enterprise, a government-owned enterprise. AgroBIG is co-financing the construction 
of a dormitory and staff and training rooms. When complete, the centre will be able to train about 1,500 
horticulture officers, extension staff, model farmers and cooperative leaders a year, as well as offer 
tailor-made training for entrepreneurs, traders, processors, students and NGOs. The centre is designed 
to be self-financing and semi-autonomous; it will have its own management structure under the Amhara 
Bureau of Agriculture.
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Finding reliable local building contractors has been a big challenge. Contractors 
often do not have the capacity to undertake project-related work, and do not 
always honour contracts. It may be necessary to improve their capacity in order 
to ensure the work is good quality and cost-effective.

The needs are great, and there is a risk of trying to support initiatives (such as 
constructing woreda offices) that are not directly related to the selected value 
chains. This competes for scarce resources and should be avoided by programmes, 
like AgroBIG, that focus on value chains. 

Winnowing seed at a refresher training on onion seed certification in Mecha
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14 Developing knowledge 

The horticulture sector in AgroBIG’s target area has a huge potential that is 
largely untapped. One reason for this is a lack of knowledge about the best way 

to exploit this potential. AgroBIG includes a component that aims to help fill this 
gap. Much of this work has been funded through the Innovation, Demonstration 
and Research Fund (see the section on Improving access to finance). 

Regional Horticulture 
Development Strategy
A regional horticulture development strategy for 2015–2019 has been developed 
and is currently implemented by the Bureaus of Agriculture and of Trade, Industry 
and Market Development. The strategy was developed in collaboration with the 
agriculture and environmental sciences college of Bahir Dar University. It details 
the opportunities and constraints in the horticulture subsector, defines a vision, 
goals and objectives, identifies ten strategic issues, recommends interventions 
and outlines an implementation and investment plan. 

Crop production
The Amhara Regional Agricultural Research Institute has completed a research 
project on combatting late blight, a serious disease of potatoes in Mecha. The 
objective was to demonstrate varieties that tolerate the disease, and how to con-
trol it using fungicides. It found that improved varieties suffered less from late 
blight than the local varieties. Spraying fungicide controlled the disease in the 
susceptible cultivars. The results were demonstrated to farmers and extension 
workers at five field days.

The institute is currently working on three other research projects with AgroBIG 
support:

 ● A participatory evaluation of insecticides to control onion thrips in Fogera 
and Mecha.

 ● Experiments on the effect of seed placement and plant population on maize 
yield and yield component in Mecha.
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 ● A demonstration of intercropping of maize and sweet lupin (a lilac-coloured 
flower that produces an edible bean) using minimum tillage.

Bahir Dar University has studied the effects of inorganic fertilizer and farmyard 
manure on the yield of onions and potatoes, and demonstrated integrated nutri-
tion management practices to farmers.

Debre Tabor University is studying the morphology of rice varieties and its 
relationship to yield traits. This aims to identify plant types to use in breeding 
new rice varieties – an important concern in an area that is prone to disease out-
breaks and where farmers repeatedly sow seed they have produced themselves 
(leading to reduced yields).

A study by Adet Agricultural Research Center identified several areas in western 
Amhara suitable for onion production in the rainy season: Agereselam, Kuhar Mi-
cheal, Bebeks, Anguko and Teoha in Fogera and Yinach (Zemma) kebele in Gonji 
Kollella woreda (south of Bahir Dar). Diseases, drainage problems, rain during 
the maturity period and a shortage of 
seed were the major problems named, 
with diseases due to high rainfall, low 
temperatures and high humidity be-
ing the most important. But the study 
found that the risk of diseases could be 
reduced by planting on raised beds and 
applying fungicides. 

Acid soils are a problem for potato 
and onion growers in the Koga irriga-
tion scheme in Mecha. A study by an 

Figure 15. AgroBIG supports 
applied research through its 
Innovation, Demonstration and 
Research Fund

Tissue culture is an important way to 
multiply planting materials
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AgroBIG consultant found that 90% of the irrigable land was strongly acidic (a 
pH less than 5.5). Farmers were aware of this but did not think it a serious issue. 
The study recommended that the extension system promote lime applications 
to reduce the acidity.

Woreta Vocational Training College is studying the nutrient content of compost 
made from rice husks and its effect on rice production.

Training and certification
Koga Veg, a private company producing horticultural crops in Mecha for export 
to Europe, obtained an AgroBIG grant to train and certify outgrowers (see the 
section on Organizations and networks above). But social unrest damaged the farm 
and the company has been forced to rebuild before it can restart operations. The 
support from AgroBIG had to be terminated as a result.

Transport 
The Bureau of Road and Transport has developed four types of vehicles for rural 
transport: animal-drawn carts, four- and two-wheel push carts, and three-wheel 
pedal carts. The carts have been handed over to selected multipurpose coopera-
tives, irrigation cooperatives and youth groups. 

Refresher training for onion seed production in Mecha
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Market research
A study of the potential for potato 
starch by the Adet Agricultural Re-
search Center recommended estab-
lishing a plant with a capacity of about 
1,800 tonnes a year. This would go 
some way towards meeting the de-
mand for starch in Ethiopia, which is 
expected to reach 4,000 tonnes by 2030. 
An investment of about 21 million birr 
would be needed, including 17 million 
birr for the plant and machinery. This 
wide-ranging study investigated the 
current starch utilization in Ethiopia, 
supply and demand, projected con-
sumption, technology requirements for 
production (potato varieties, location, 
starch grades and type, equipment), a 
financial analysis and sector linkages. 

Two other studies by short-term con-
sultants addressed the processing and 
marketing of onions and potatoes. 
The first identified the types of prod-
ucts produced and the packaging and 
labelling used, assessed the gaps and 
constraints for each product type, and identified opportunities for improvements. 
The second study looked at bottlenecks and technologies in handling, storage 
and transport of these crops. Shortcomings in these areas contribute to loss of 
quality and marketability of the product. The study recommended the use of 
potato diggers and improved storage structures for ware potatoes. 

Lessons
Stronger linkages are needed between research, extension and farmers if the 
findings and recommendations from these studies are to be translated into action.

Many types of agricultural research are inherently seasonal and long-term. A 
longer-term view is needed than is possible in a short-term pilot programme 
like AgroBIG.

Farmers must continue to innovate to 
achieve good yields and incomes
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Rice is a major source of income for farmers in Fogera
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15 Improving access 
to finance

Finding the money to buy a key piece of equipment is often the biggest single 
constraint hindering agricultural development. Farmers and other would-

be entrepreneurs may recognize an opportunity – piles of maize waiting to be 
threshed, for example. But they do not have the capital to buy the threshing 
equipment they would need to take advantage of the opportunity and earn some 
money in the process. Sources of credit such as banks and microfinance institutions 
are few and far between in rural Amhara, and they often lack a lending window 
tailored to the needs of rural entrepreneurs. The one source of credit available 
– local moneylenders – charge exorbitant fees. As a result, good ideas are unre-
alized, equipment stays unbought and the pent-up demand is unmet. Farmers 
and processors are unable to take advantage of the skills they have learned. The 
local economy does not develop.

During Phase I, AgroBIG has tackled this problem by making capital available 
through four complementary funds: three of them providing grants, and one 
offering loans: 

 ● Value Chain Fund
 ● Matching Grant Fund
 ● Innovation, Demonstration and Research Fund
 ● Loan Fund.

In 2014–16 AgroBIG approved grants 
for 166 projects (Table 6). Of these, 25 
projects were not started for various 
reasons (often because the grantees’ 
own contribution was missing); 141, 
worth a total of 26 million birr, have 
been implemented. Of these, 114 pro-
jects have been audited; the remaining 
27 will be audited after implementation 
has been completed

Figure 16. AgroBIG specialists help 
applicants prepare their funding proposals
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Table 6. AgroBIG grants awarded in 2014–2016

Fund
Applica-

tions Grants AgroBIG grant 
contribution

Applicant’s 
contri bution

Total 
investment

Awarded Imple mented Birr

Value Chain 
Fund 278 128 118  9,600,000  1,700,000  

11,200,000 
Matching 
Grant Fund 56 19 15 11,500,000  15,900,000 27,400,000 

Innovation, 
Demonstration 
and Research 
Fund 

86 19 8 5,000,000 2,300,000 7,300,000 

Total 420 166 141 26,000,000 19,878,581 45,890,138 

Value Chain Fund
The Value Chain Fund provides grants 
to cooperatives, groups of individuals 
(such as young people or women) and 
entrepreneurs to purchase equipment 
for farm production, processing and 
local marketing. The investments are 
fairly small: examples include irri-
gation pumps, crop-spraying equip-
ment, threshers, carts, feed choppers, 
plastic crates, scales, chip-fryers and 
bread-baking equipment. It also sup-
ports the construction of collection 
centres and shops.

The Value Chain Fund grants are an-
nounced widely in the target woredas 
via leaflets, posters, local newspapers 
and in workshops. Interest has been 
high: a total of 357 applications were 
received in 2014–16. Applicants must 
fill in a simple form and submit it to the 
woreda technical committee. This re-
views all the applications and forwards 
the best ideas to the woreda steering 
committee for approval. AgroBIG busi-
ness development advisors support 
the applicants and woreda committees 
during this process and during the im-
plementation of their initiatives.

The Value Chain Fund is ideal for small 
items such as pumps and threshers
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The Value Chain Fund grant does not 
cover the whole costs of the item to be 
purchased. Successful applicants must 
make a contribution of 15% of the cost; 
they must deposit this into a separate 
bank account before AgroBIG will 
release the grant. Of 278 applications 
received in 2014–16, 128 grants were 
awarded and 118 implemented.

As the financial status of primary co-
operatives in the two woredas is weak, 
they have not been able to make the 
15% contribution directly from their 
own funds. Instead, their members 
have dipped into their pockets to find 
the money. Their willingness to do this 
indicates the popularity of these grants.

Matching Grant Fund
The Matching Grant Fund is intended for larger investments by private entrepre-
neurs and small and medium enterprises in processing to add value, postharvest 
technologies, storage, packaging, branding and marketing activities for onions, 
potatoes, maize and rice. To qualify for a grant, the applicant must contribute 
50% of the cost of the items purchased.

Of the 56 applications received in 2014–16, 19 grants were awarded and 15 imple-
mented. There was a great deal of interest in grants for rice processing but little 
for onions. Table 8 summarizes the matching grants made in 2014–16.

Table 7. Summary of matching grants, 2014–16

Project Recipient Location Grant value (birr)

Warehouse and packing house for 
potatoes and onions ETfruit Bahir Dar 4.5 million

Potato-flour factory Bahr Dar University Bahir Dar 7.4 million

Fertilizer store Koga Irrigation Marketing 
Cooperative Union Mecha 0.8 million

Rice-processing equipment  
(8 grants) Private processors Fogera 3.3 million

Maize warehouse, pallets (2 grants) Merkeb Cooperative Union Mecha 7.1 million
Maize stores (2 grants) Multipurpose cooperatives Mecha 2.8 million

Total 25.9 million

Value Chain Fund grants can be used for 
items such as weighing scales
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Innovation, Demonstration 
and Research Fund 
The Innovation, Demonstration and Research Fund supports public and pri-
vate service providers to develop new technologies, try out innovative ideas, 
demonstrate appropriate equipment and practices, and embark on processing 
and marketing initiatives in the selected value chains. The fund requires private 
applicants to contribute 15% of the value, and an equivalent amount of in-kind 
contributions by public-sector applicants. Most of the grants have been made to 
research institutions. A total of 95 applications were received in 2014–16. 

This fund provides opportunities to create innovative solutions to value chain 
development. But the interest in participatory and practical research work has 
been lower than anticipated, and the funding has not been utilized sufficiently. A 
problem is that a research project typically takes several seasons, so would extend 
beyond the end of the AgroBIG pilot phase. Some of the applications to support 
research were deemed to be of limited practical use for farmers. As a result, 19 
grants were awarded and only 8 implemented. 

These projects are summarized in the section above on Developing knowledge. 

Loan Fund 
The purpose of the 5.7 million birr Loan Fund is to provide loans to cooperatives 
for crop trading. This fund is managed independently by the Amhara Credit 
and Savings Institution (ACSI), based on an agreement with the Bureau of Fi-
nance and Economic Cooperation (BoFEC). ACSI, a well-regarded microfinance 
institution, is responsible for lending and repayments, and earns income from 
the interest paid. The agreement between ACSI and BoFEC mandates BoFEC to 
supervise the efficiency of the Loan Fund; BoFEC can request ACSI to return the 
capital if it is not used effectively.

Loans totalling 750,000 birr made in 2015 have been repaid in full; another 
6,550,000 birr lent out in 2016  are still being repaid.  As AgroBIG’s capital is only 
5.7 million birr, ACSI has added 0.85 million birr of its own funds to add to these  
loans. The AgroBIG Supervisory Board approved these loans in October 2016. 

The two loans already repaid were for the following.
 ● A loan of 200,000 birr to a cooperative as working capital to trade onions was 

returned unused as it was made available only after the onion trading season 
was over. (The cooperative says it will apply for another loan next season.)

 ● A loan of 500,000 birr to a rural savings and credit cooperative was used in 
full for on-lending to the coop’s members. Thirty members received loans of 
5,000-50,000 birr to invest in farming and for other purposes. One woman has 
borrowed 5,000 birr to produce animal feed and local drinks. A maize trader 
borrowed 40,000 birr as working capital for maize trading. 
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Table 8. Loan Fund disbursements, 2015–2016

Borrower Loan (birr) Year Repaid Outstanding

Shina Irrigation User Cooperatives 200,000 2015 n

Frielemagegnet Saving & Credit Cooperative 500,000 2015 n

Lomidur Irrigation Cooperative 50,000 2016 n

Ediget Lerobit Saving & Credit Cooperative 2,000,000 2016 n

Frielemagegnet Saving & Credit Cooperative 1,500,000 2016 n

Muluken Awoke & Muluneh Endalew Partnership 3,000,000 2016 n

Total 7,250,000 2016

Onions waiting to be picked up by a buyer. The Loan Fund is designed to facilitated 
trading in such commodities.
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16 Inclusive finance

Providing grAnts And mAking loans are only part of the finance story. AgroBIG 
has also promoted three other types of financial services with the aim of im-

proving financial services to poor and unbanked rural people:
 ● Family financial literacy
 ● Mobile banking
 ● Warehouse receipts.

Family financial literacy
Many farm families lack the financial literacy and management skills they need to 
make informed decisions about their business and sound household investments. 
AgroBIG’s family financial literacy programme teaches farm families how to 
plan their finances and make proper use of loans and other financial services. The 
training especially considers the important but often neglected role that women 
play in financial management. It is important that both husband and wife attend 
the training.

A training manual developed by ACSI is used as the basis for the training. Agro-
BIG has further developed the training materials and methodology to make it 
more gender-balanced. ACSI has organized training for 26 of its branch managers, 
area managers and customer-relations officers, who have since gone on to train 
clients. By the end of September 2016, ACSI had trained over 6,300 farmers (57% 
of them women) in these skills. ACSI plans to expand this training to cover the 
whole of Amhara.

M-Birr mobile banking
Mobile banking is popular in neighbouring Kenya, where a mobile-phone-based 
system called M-Pesa is used by 60% of the adult population. It is especially val-
uable in rural areas as it allows farmers to save, transfer and withdraw money 
and pay for purchases without having to carry cash or visit a bank.

An Ethiopian equivalent, called M-Birr (mbirr.com), has been designed by 
MOSS (an Irish-based consultancy firm) in conjunction with ACSI and several 
other credit institutions. AgroBIG has been promoting this service in Fogera and 
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Mecha. The aim was to register 5,000 farmer clients and train up to 40 service 
agents in the two woredas.

Despite various promotional efforts, uptake in the two pilot woredas has been 
disappointing: by the end of 2016, only 91 rural clients (34 in Mecha and 57 in 
Fogera) as well as six agents had been registered. It was realized from the start 
that building a client base in rural areas would take time compared to, say, with 
youth in urban areas. The attractiveness of mobile money depends on a function-
ing “ecosystem” of users: enough businesses and people must use it to stimulate 
more people to do so. Despite the limited success, support by AgroBIG has been 
important: the potential benefits of the mobile banking system are unrivalled in 
rural Ethiopia, and the M-Pesa revolution in Kenya is a proof of the possibilities.

Mobile banking is normally used for transferring money, topping up a mobile 
phone account and depositing or withdrawing cash at an agent. But funds depos-
ited in mobile bank accounts do not normally accrue interest. AgroBIG initiated 
and supported the development of an application for savings by mobile phone. 
MOSS created a mobile application that caters for both savings and term-depos-
it accounts. The savings account allows withdrawals at any time; it accrues an 
annual interest of 6%. The term-savings account, which allows clients to save 

Turning potatoes into crisps to sell to customeres: small-scale entrepreneurs often lack 
the financial skills they need to make their businesses a success
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for a specific purpose (such as paying school fees) is locked for a period that the 
depositor decides. During this time, no withdrawals can be made. Such deposits 
earn more interest. This mobile savings service has been launched for use by all 
regional microfinance institutions in Ethiopia. 

According to MOSS, the M-Birr mobile-money transfer system is gaining users. 
Already 200,000 clients receive social money transfers in Ethiopia; in Amhara, 
20,000 beneficiaries receive regular payments. Fund transfers for business pur-
poses have grown. Traders and business people frequently transfer up to 200,000  
birr from rural locations to suppliers in Addis Ababa and elsewhere.

Community warehouse-
receipt scheme for rice
When farmers harvest their crop, they must often sell it immediately in order to 
get the cash they need. But prices around harvest time tend to be low because 
everyone wants to sell then. It often makes sense to store the output until prices 
recover.

AgroBIG has initiated a community warehouse-receipt scheme for rice, the first 
of its kind in Ethiopia. This will enable cooperatives to buy grain, process and 
market it on behalf of their members. 

It works like this. Farmers deliver their newly harvested grain to a warehouse, 
which provides them with short-term loans (60-70% of the current low market 
price). When the harvest glut is over and the price has recovered, the farmers 
can sell their stored grain at a higher price. They repay their loan and pocket the 
difference. To introduce this scheme, AgroBIG conducted a feasibility study that 
confirmed that the basic requirements for the system can be met and that farmers 
could earn 30% more in this way. 

This community warehouse-receipt scheme for rice is the first of its kind in Ethio-
pia. Key stakeholders have visited Tanzania to examine successes and constraints 
in similar schemes there. Several workshops have been held and all stakeholders 
have agreed on the model. Guidelines have been prepared, warehouse construc-
tion is underway, and the equipment is being procured. Implementation of the 
scheme is expected to start in 2017.
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With the right seed, technology, and marketing, 
onions can bring in a good profit
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17 Analysing AgroBIG’s 
achievements

Although it hAs been operational for only four years, AgroBIG can look back 
on several significant achievements. We can also offer some thoughts on 

how the larger-scale Phase II of the project might proceed.

A sense of ownership
From the start, the Amhara government and woreda and kebele authorities have 
taken ownership of the programme. Government institutions and individual 
officials are committed to ensuring that the interventions are successful. 

AgroBIG was designed to be integrated into the government structure: for exam-
ple, funds are routed through the government, not through separate channels. 
The AgroBIG programme support unit and the team of technical advisors work 
closely with government officials (see the section on Programme management). 
Decisions on how to use programme funds remain with the programme com-
mittees consisting of government staff; this creates a strong sense of ownership.

The existence of a supervisory board consisting of bureau heads and heads of 
other government institutions ensures high-level leadership and guidance.

Building capacity
Capacity building is an important fea-
ture of AgroBIG, and many people have 
benefitted from the training provided.

Over the years, AgroBIG has organized 
many training courses, workshops, 
exchange visits and study tours for a 
wide range of participants, farmers, co-
operative members, extension workers, 
focal persons, processors, traders, etc. 
These have aimed to increase the skills 
and knowledge of the many different 
people who have been involved in the 

A focus group discussion in Fogera to 
validate the results of a famer survey 
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various initiatives undertaken. Local people, particularly young women and men, 
have participated enthusiastically in training sessions. They have acquired skills 
that enable them to emerge as small-scale entrepreneurs.

AgroBIG has now arrived at a stage where there will be less emphasis on aspects 
of training. Instead, it should rely on, and build on, the capacity already created.

Value chain approach
With AgroBIG starting off with a pilot 
phase, the value chain approach was 
introduced to Amhara region. The idea 
is to look at the totality of how products 
move along the chain and what obsta-
cles and opportunities exist. A move 
away from a focus on maximizing 
production, this is a new approach that 
required some awareness raising. But 
the stakeholders quickly understood 
and adopted the approach. Through 
participatory platform meetings, they 
have acquired and generated a great 
deal of knowledge that they are now 
converting into real-life interventions. 

It has been found that most value 
chains suffer general shortcomings, 
such as the absence of sorting and 
grading, poor handling, and high 
postharvest losses. Other problems 
are specific for certain crops. The next 
phase of AgroBIG will continue to rely 
on the value chain approach to identify and overcome such constraints. In the 
meantime, many other development interventions are relying on the value chain 
approach. One of these is the Agricultural Transformation Agency, which works 
with many value chains, including maize and rice.

For the future, AgroBIG will expand with new value chains into new woredas, 
which offers new and challenging opportunities. Horticulture and fruits are 
emerging products that can offer good prices for the producer, but maybe not 
necessarily on the local market, which is traditional with limited buying power. 

Producing certified onion seeds is one 
way for farmers to earn more
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Adding value
By looking at any value chain, it is 
easy to see how the value of any crop 
increases as it moves along the chain, 
providing an income for the actors in-
volved. The value of the produce may 
be increased in different ways: by trans-
porting it to an urban area, by storing 
it after harvest and waiting until prices 
rise, or by processing or packaging it. 
The value can rise significantly through 
processing (making chips or crisps 
from potatoes) or by packing it in an 
attractive-looking bag. On an industrial 
scale, starch can be made from potatoes 
or maize, ketchup from tomatoes, etc. 
AgroBIG has spent much effort on identifying different ways of adding value to 
products and by finding entrepreneurs and investors prepared to get involved 
in such processes. That is also why AgroBIG has been operating with a matching 
grant fund, which can reduce the risks of such interventions by covering 50% 
of the investment. However, the interest has been below expectations and few 
businesses have emerged, despite significant promotional activities. 

Towards commercial farming
AgroBIG would like to see that farmers can produce a surplus, above the subsist-
ence level, and bring that to the market. To get a good price, the market requires 
good quality items of the type of produce that the market wants. Farmers there-
fore need market information, and to be able to take their produce to the market. 
Moving small amounts requires a donkey and cart. 

This transformation to commercial farming is not easy for smallholder farmers, 
as it involves introducing new crops and new practices, which comes with a 
risk. But slowly, commercial farmers are emerging in the woredas served by 
AgroBIG. Some extremely successful examples can be found among onion and 
potato growers as well as among the seed producers. AgroBIG will continue to 
support this transformation.

Introducing improved seeds, better agricultural practices, sorting and grading 
at collection centres, linking producers to buyers, having access to market infor-
mation, etc. are necessary steps if farmers are to become more commercial. This 
then also goes back to make the value chains work better.

High-quality potatoes are just the start of 
a well-functioning value chain
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Starting with a grant
AgroBIG is unique in that it provides 
grants to value chain actors to finance 
an investment. This is free money: it 
comes from the donor, passes through 
the government system (becoming 
public money), and is then made availa-
ble to applicants on a competitive basis. 
If their business plan is accepted, the 
applicant receives the grant paid into 
their bank account. The grant does not 
cover the total investment, but between 
50% and 85% depending on the type of 
business idea that is being supported. 

So far, AgroBIG has been operating 
with three different types of grants, each with a clear purpose and rules for who 
can apply, etc. AgroBIG follows the utilization and impact of each grant. This 
package of providing financial support to value chain development, with guide-
lines, procedures and committees evaluating applications and awarding grants, 
is now ready and can easily be scaled up and replicated to areas outside the two 
woredas served by AgroBIG’s first phase.

The way forward
AgroBIG has been able to make significant progress in many areas and in many 
places. But much remains to be done. Farmers in Mecha and Fogera are still 
very poor, and most households depend on what the land can produce for their 
livelihoods. Land for agriculture is limited, forest resources are under pressure, 
and pastures are overgrazed.

To improve people’s lives permanently, much is still needed. Infrastructure for 
irrigation needs to be expanded, and existing schemes must be maintained. Farm-
ers need to diversify, adopt modern production models, use improved seeds, add 
value to their produce and become more commercial. Markets need to develop 
and farmers have to be able to reach them. Market information is required, off-
farm activities expanded and agribusinesses started to create job opportunities. 
A more active private sector would stimulate economic growth. The capacity of 
government institutions needs strengthening. 

That is a long list – beyond the scope of a single project. But AgroBIG has made a 
good start and has now pointed the way that others can follow, both in Amhara 
and elsewhere in Ethiopia.

Teams of well-drillers now have the skills 
and equipment they need to provide 
farmers with irrigation
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18 Programme management

The Amhara regional government
AgroBIG operates through the Amhara government and local authorities at the 
regional, zonal and woreda levels. It has assisted many regional government 
bureaus with significant investment in infrastructure, including the improvement 
of woreda offices, the construction of collection centres and farmers’ training 
centres, the construction of the Bikolo Abay Horticulture Centre and a terminal 
vegetable and fruit market on the outskirts of Bahir Dar. The intention is to help 
markets function better by making efficient support services available.

The AgroBIG Supervisory Board, which meets twice a year, is the highest de-
cision-making body of the programme. It provides guidance on policy issues, 
monitors progress and approves work plans and budgets. 

In the participating regional bureaus, AgroBIG is guided by appointed focal 
persons responsible for planning, reporting and acting as the communication 
link to the programme management.

At the woreda level, technical committee members are drawn from each of the 
offices that receive support from AgroBIG and are responsible for implementation. 
The two zones where AgroBIG is active, South Gondar and West Gojjam, are not 
directly involved in the implementation as their role is to provide support and 
guidance to their woredas.

Finnish government support
The government of Finland regards water and land resources as an overarching 
element and thematic entry point for its development interventions. Supporting 
and encouraging the private sector is another important aspect, also for the gov-
ernment of Ethiopia. 

AgroBIG is not the only development intervention in Amhara supported by Fin-
land. With a focus on rural water supply and sanitation, it has supported the water 
sector since 1994, now through CoWASH, the Community-Led Management 
Programme. The Tana-Beles Integrated Watershed Development Programme 
works in the Blue Nile watersheds surrounding Lake Tana. Finland supported 
this programme from 2009 to 2013, focusing on monitoring and evaluation of 
watershed management practices and their impact on erosion and land-related 
livelihoods.

Finland has also provided extensive support to land administration. This is map-
ping landholdings and providing landholders with parcel maps in nine wore-
das in Amhara. All land in Mecha and Fogera has already been registered and 
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landholders have been issued with books of holdings, following the pioneering 
work of the now-closed Sida Amhara Rural Development Programme (SARDP). 
Continuing from there, the Responsible and Innovative Land Administration 
Project (REILA), supported by the government of Finland, is now in the process 
of mapping all those plots at a scale of 1:1000 using aerial images.

These recent major interventions in the water and land sectors in Amhara, in 
addition to support for several primary and secondary schools, show that the 
region is clearly a focus for Finnish support to Ethiopia. All these interventions 
have been most active in the two woredas served by AgroBIG’s first phase.

Programme support unit
AgroBIG is managed by a programme support unit under the Amhara Bureau 
of Finance and Economic Cooperation. It is based in offices in Bahir Dar rented 
from the Amhara Credit and Saving Institution, one of the major partners. This 
unit is headed by a programme director, who is assisted by support staff. The 
technical advisors of AgroBIG are also based in this office.

AgroBIG was initially planned as a pilot phase over the three years 2013-15. With 
some funding still unutilized by the end of 2015, the programme was extended 
over an 18 months no-cost extension phase that will end in June 2017. The second 
phase of the programme is expected to start in July 2017. This will run until 2021 
and will build on the experiences of the pilot phase.

Technical advisory services
The NIRAS-ORGUT Consortium, consisting of NIRAS Finland Oy (a consulting 
firm based in Finland) and ORGUT Consulting AB (based in Sweden) provides 
technical and management services and assists the programme management in 
implementation. The consortium provides a team of international and national 
technical advisors, on a long-term as well as a short-term basis. The team is headed 
by an international team leader, or chief technical advisor. The team of technical 
advisors spends much of their time in the field, working closely and in hands-on 
situations with woreda staff, farmers and other value chain actors. Two of these 
technical advisors are based in Merawi (Mecha) and in Woreta (Fogera). They 
have established close and fruitful working relations with the woreda offices as 
well as with farmers, processors, traders, etc.

The technical advice provided by the consortium takes various forms, from as-
sistance with planning and reporting to organizing demonstrations and formal 
training sessions as well as working with woreda staff and value chain actors on 
specific activities. For example, one value chain advisor and one capacity building 
advisor work very closely with the implementing partners. Two technical advisors 
provide assistance with the operation of the grant and loan funds, which entails 
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assessing business plans, evaluating applications, awarding grants and following 
up and documenting the impact of these funds. A special advisor on monitoring 
and evaluation has proved particularly helpful after the donor introduced the 
results chain as a major management tool. This advisor works closely with a 
Finnish junior professional officer.

The technical advisory service has fielded a large number of short-term consultants 
who have provided valuable information on specific and selected topics. They 
are listed in the Appendix.

AgroBIG has documented its work in the form of technical papers, manuals, 
guidelines and videos. Much of this information is readily available on the Agro-
BIG website, www.agrobig.org. They are also listed in the Appendix.

Planning activities
AgroBIG has used various sources of 
information to plan its activities. 

 ● Baseline surveys for onions and 
potatoes in 2014 and for maize and 
rice in 2015 provided a view of the 
initial situation and made it possible 
to formulate realistic targets. Com-
paring the findings from annual 
results surveys with the baseline 
survey data gives a measure of 
progress and makes it possible to 
plan for the next year. 

 ● The in-depth analyses of the se-
lected value chains identified 
constraints and potentials for pro-
duction, marketing, etc. 

 ● The multi-stakeholder platforms 
described in the section above on 
Building market linkages brought 
stakeholders together to exchange 
ideas and enabled the programme 
staff to understand operational 
bottlenecks. 

 ● Extensive consultations with regional bureaus and planning workshops in 
each woreda made it possible to prepare annual work plans and budgets in 
a participatory manner.

A substantial part of the AgroBIG budget is allocated to grants and loans. The 
applicants decide what they want to do, design their projects and fill in the appli-

The baseline surveys used simple, 
interactive methods
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Figure 17. Summary of the AgroBIG results framework

Overall objective
Contribute to poverty reduction through agriculture-based economic growth in the 
programme area

Purpose
Efficient and profitable value chains of selected crops/products benefitting the 
involved actors and stakeholders along the chain (farmers, processing industries, 
traders and buyers) established

1
Support systems for 
value chain develop-
ment strengthened

2
Private and public 
sectors’ involvement in 
value chain enhanced

3
Value chain actors’ 
access to financial 
services improved

1.1
Organizations estab-
lished and/or strength-
ened within the value 
chain

1.2
Production, agribusi-
ness development and 
market increased and 
enhanced along the 
value chain

1.3
Actors have action 
plans, business plans 
and applications that 
are financed

2.1
Private sector capacity 
on service delivery and 
technical assistance 
developed

2.2
Public sector capacity 
on value chain service 
delivery and facilitation 
developed

3.1
Fund for innovation, 
demonstration, and 
research established

3.2
Existing financial 
products and servic-
es tailored to the need 
of value chain actors 

3.3
Matching grant fund 
and value chain fund 
with microfinance insti-
tutions developed

Expected results

Outputs
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cation forms. Technical and steering committees in each woreda screen the appli-
cations and determine how effective the proposed activities will be in improving 
the value chain. Two business development advisors facilitate the preparation 
of business plans, organize applications, and follow up the implementation. 
AgroBIG follows up all grants and loans closely to check their performance and 
audit how the funds are used. 

Monitoring and evaluation
AgroBIG submits quarterly and annual reports: the quarterly reports focus on 
activities carried out and outputs achieved, while the more extensive annual re-
ports summarize outcomes and impacts. The reports are prepared by AgroBIG’s 
monitoring and evaluation team. The data flow from the relevant woreda offices 
and regional bureaus to the AgroBIG office, where details are verified by advisors 
before being forwarded to the monitoring and evaluation team for final checking 
and compilation. The team also mentors and supports partners and programme 
staff in the field, conducts monitoring visits and periodical data-quality assess-
ments, and conducts annual surveys to measure the results of the programme’s 
work. The team manages a database of activities and results: an invaluable tool 
for both management and evaluation of the programme.

Results framework
The AgroBIG “results framework” is a management tool that shows how the 
programme activities contribute to a set of results, which in turn enable the pro-
gramme to achieve its purpose and ultimately its overall objective (Figure 17).

Overall objective  This is a general development objective that refers to the 
long-term benefits for an entire population. It is outside the project’s control, but 
the project contributes to it. AgroBIG’s objective contributes to goal of poverty 
reduction as set by the government of 
Ethiopia.

Project purpose  This is more specif-
ic: AgroBIG’s purpose is to establish 
efficient and profitable value chains 
which will benefit the various actors 
and stakeholders along the value 
chain.

Results  The expected results are 
the effects of the activities the pro-
gramme undertakes. If all the results 
are achieved, we would expect that the 
project purpose also will be achieved. AgroBIG surveys farmers to measure the 

programme’s results
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AgroBIG has three results areas: supporting systems for value chains develop-
ment, involving private and public sectors in value chain development, and 
providing access to finance and financial service to various value chain actors.

Activities and outputs  These are the sequential steps or tasks necessary to 
achieve a result. Each activity produces an output; the outputs together produce 
the result.

Communications 
AgroBIG engages in a wide variety of communication activities: meetings, training 
courses, field days, the market information system, and so on. These have been 
detailed elsewhere in this publication. Other communication activities include 
the following:

 ● To boost collaboration between organizations and projects working in agri-
culture in Amhara, AgroBIG has helped organize an Agricultural Forum in 
Bahir Dar. This enables projects to share their experiences and successes and 
explore ways to interact.

 ● Quarterly and annual reports intended for the Ethiopian government and 
the donors. 

 ● A quarterly newsletter, produced since 2014, is printed in colour and distrib-
uted to partners and stakeholders. It is also available in electronic form on 
the AgroBIG website and is distributed via email. It contains stories about 
individuals, companies, cooperatives and communities that have benefited 
one way or another from the programme.

Participants inspect a rice crop at a field day in Fogera
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 ● The AgroBIG website, www.agro-
big.org, contains news, basic in-
formation about the programme, 
and guidelines on how to apply for 
AgroBIG funds.

 ● One video programme about Agro-
BIG and and five short video clips 
have been produced. The short clips 
focus on seed systems, market link-
ages, potato processing, commercial 
farm services, and maize threshing. 
They are available on YouTube 
(search for AgroBIG) or at http://
tinyurl.com/agrobig.

 ● A photo archive is available at www.flickr.com/photos/109932128@N03/

Official visits 
AgroBIG has been pleased to host several official visits by policymakers and 
journalists from Finland.

 ● 2014: Members of the Finnish Parliament
 ● 2015: Sirpa Paatero, the Minister for Development Cooperation of Finland
 ● 2015: Finnish journalists
 ● 2016: Members of the Finance Committee of the Finnish Parliament.

Project managers and implementers 
exchanged experiences at the 2016 
Amhara Agricultural Forum

http://tinyurl.com/agrobig
http://tinyurl.com/agrobig
http://www.flickr.com/photos/109932128@N03/
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Diffuse-light storage for potatoes at the 
Adet Agricultural Research Center
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19 Institutions
Participating 
institutions
AgroBIG has operated through 
many regional bureaus and 
institutions and their equivalent 
offices at zonal and woreda 
levels. The following regional bu-
reaus and institutions are among 
the key stakeholders and at the 
same time the main implement-
ing partners of the programme.

 ● Amhara Credit and Saving 
Institution, ACSI

 ● Amhara Regional Agricul-
tural Research Institute, 
ARARI

 ● Amhara Seed Enterprise, ASE 
 ● Bureau of Agriculture, BoA
 ● Bureau of Finance and Eco-

nomic Cooperation, BoFEC
 ● Bureau of Trade Industry 

and Market Development, 
BoTIMD

 ● Bureau of Technical and 
Vocational Enterprise Devel-
opment, BoTVED 

 ● Cooperative Promotion 
Agency, CPA

Some of the above institutions 
were reorganized after the start-
up of AgroBIG, and some have 
been renamed.

AgroBIG Supervisory 
Board
The members of the Supervisory 
Board include regional imple-
menting institutions and govern-
ment of Finland representatives:

 ● Head (or deputy head) of 
Bureau of Finance and Eco-
nomic Cooperation (chair)

 ● Embassy of Finland in Ethi-
opia, and/or other represent-
ative of the government of 
Finland (co-chair)

 ● Head of Bureau of 
Agriculture 

 ● Head of Bureau of Trade 

Industry and Market 
Development

 ● Head of Bureau of Technical 
and Vocational Enterprise 
Development

 ● Head of Cooperative Pro-
motion Agency

 ● Head of Amhara Credit and 
Saving Institution

 ● Amhara Women Entrepre-
neur Association 

 ● Amhara Chamber of 
Commerce and Sector 
Associations

 ● Amhara Regional Agricultur-
al Research Institute

 ● Cooperative Promotion 
Agency

 ● Chair of the Regional 
Technical Committee 
(non-voting)

 ● Head of Programme Sup-
port Unit (secretary)

 ● Chief Technical Advisor 
(non-voting)

The competent authorities for 
AgroBIG are the Ministry of 
Finance and Economic Coopera-
tion, represented by the Amhara 
Bureau of Finance and Econom-
ic Cooperation, and the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of Finland. 
These are represented in the 
Supervisory Board as follows.

Bureau of Finance and 
Economic Cooperation

 ● Ayenew Belay
 ● Girma Tesfaye 
 ● Mesfin Gebremedhin

Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs of Finland

 ● Anu Eskonheimo 
 ● Gezahegn Tadesse
 ● Marko Saarinen
 ● Tiina Byring-Ilboudo 

Staff and 
advisors
Programme Support Unit

Programme director
 ● Berhanu Ayichew

Chief accountant
 ● Assefa Tilahun

Programme accountants
 ● Addis Birhane
 ● Genet Sewalem

Cashiers/secretaries
 ● Achamyelesh Mengist
 ● Haimanot Belay
 ● Selam Tariku

Drivers
 ● Abraham Tarekegn
 ● Ferede Tamiru
 ● Girma Alemayehu

Amhara Credit and 
Saving Institution

Providers of business 
development services

 ● Assaye Tesemma
 ● Biazin Atinafu

Bureau of Agriculture

Value chain expert
 ● Gizachew Abate

Bureau of Trade Industry 
and Market Development

Value chain expert
 ● Mebratu Simachew
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Technical
Long-term advisors
The following long-term advi-
sors, employed by the NIRAS-
ORGUT Consortium, provided 
technical advice and support to 
the Programme.

Chief technical advisor
 ● Håkan Sjöholm

Financial advisors
 ● Kassaw Woldie
 ● Pekka Jämsen

Value chain advisors
 ● Demelash Seifu
 ● Habtamu Tsegaye
 ● Johanna Hoogervorst

Capacity building advisor
 ● Ayichew Kebede

Monitoring and 
evaluation advisors

 ● Asnakew Assefa
 ● Daniel Tsegaye

Woreda capacity building 
and implementation advisors

 ● Getachew Fentie
 ● Kassahun Kebede
 ● Yelbie Aneley

Junior professional officers
 ● Anni Savikurki
 ● Laura Kihlström

Short-term advisors
The following short-term advi-
sors, employed by the NIRAS-
ORGUT Consort ium, have 
worked for the programme.

Value chain analysis
 ● Endalkachew Sisay
 ● Paulos Desalegn

Processing of onion 
and potato

 ● Agaije Tesfaye

Handling and storage
 ● Francis Wario

Potato and chips production
 ● Meron Worku
 ● Saba Yifredew

Application of lime
 ● Tantigegn Kebede

Seeds
 ● Dr Yitbarek Semeane

Baseline study
 ● Asnakew Assefa
 ● Roy Thompson

Environment
 ● Gezachew Sisay

Gender
 ● Lenesil Asfaw

Family financial literacy
 ● Yetnayet Bezabih
 ● Yoidit Tewabe

Warehouse receipt system
 ● Fekadu Tilahun

Monitoring and evaluation
 ● Asnakew Assefa
 ● Roy Thompson

Technical editor during 
inception period

 ● Bo Tengnäs

Administrative manuals
 ● Mekedes Digafe

Construction supervisor
 ● Aderajew Melkie

Business development 
services

 ● Asaye Tessema
 ● Biazin Atinafu
 ● Birhan Abebe
 ● Sitotaw Abay
 ● Tesfaye Hailesellasie

Backstopping 
support
Home office
The NIRAS office in Helsinki 
provided administrative and 
technical support to AgroBIG.

Home office coordinator
 ● Marjatta Selänniemi

Finance and accounting
 ● Niina Käcklund-Burton
 ● Tuire Myllyvuori

Local support office 
This provided administrative and 
logistical support to the AgroBIG 
consultants.

Finance and accounting
 ● Alemtsehay Mekonnen
 ● Hidra Ali

Liaison services
 ● Bessufekad Bekele

IT services
 ● Mulualem Mersha

Drivers
 ● Getnet Hone
 ● Habtamu Merra
 ● Minilik Aragaw
 ● Wondwosen Melese
 ● Woldetensay Kifle
 ● Yibeltal Alemu

Cleaner
 ● Berehan Fekadu
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20 Publications 
Most of these can be accessed from www.agrobig.org.

Implementing 
partners 
Extension and 
training materials

Seed quality control 

Fruit crops quarantine pests and 
disease identification man-
ual. Colour plate, Amharic. 
RPQA, 2015. 

Fruit nursery site seedlings qual-
ity standard control. Guide-
line, Amharic. RPQA, 2015. 

Vegetable crops quarantine 
pest and disease identifica-
tion. Colour plate, Amharic. 
RPQA, 2015. 

Vegetable seed production sys-
tem and management. Man-
ual, Amharic. RPQA, 2015.

Crop production agronomy

Integrated pest management 
(IPM) for horticulture crops. 
Manual, Amharic. BoA, 2015.

Irrigated horticultural crops dis-
ease identification. Colour 
plate, English. BoA, 2015.

Irrigated horticultural crops in-
sect identification. Colour 
plate, English. BoA, 2015.

Maize agronomy and post-har-
vest handling. Manual, Am-
haric. BoA, 2015.

Onion agronomy and post-har-
vest handling. Manual, Am-
haric. BoA, 2016.

Onion production and manage-
ment leaflet. Leaflet/fact-
sheet, Amharic. BoA, 2015.

Potato agronomy and post-har-
vest handling. Manual, Am-
haric. BoA, 2016.

Potato production and manage-
ment leaflet. Leaflet/fact-
sheet, Amharic. BoA, 2015.

Rice agronomy and post-harvest 
handling. Manual, Amharic. 
BoA, 2015.

Cooperative promotion

Training needs assessment, 
Analysis report, English. 
CPA, 2014.

Cooperative finance and credit 
management. Manual, Am-
haric. CPA, 2016.

Full cycle accounting and in-
spection, Manual Amharic, 
CPA 2016.

Storage management. Manual, 
Amharic.  CPA, 2016.

Output marketing, negotiation 
skills and market linkag-
es. Manual, Amharic. CPA, 
2016.

Cooperative business planning 
and management. Manual, 
Amharic. CPA, 2016.

Human resources management. 
Manual,  Amharic. CPA, 
2016.

Recording participation, profit–loss 
and dividend management. 
Manual, Amharic. CPA, 2016.

Marketing

Maize quality and marketing. 
Training handout, Amharic. 
BoTIMD, 2015.

Maize standards, sorting and 
grading practices. Training 
handout, Amharic. BoTIMD, 
2015.

Market linkages. Training hand-
out, Amharic. BoTIMD, 2015.

Onion standards, sorting and 
grading practices. Training 
handout, Amharic. BoTIMD, 
2015.

Potato standards, sorting and 
grading practices. Training 
handout, Amharic. BoTIMD, 
2015.

Rice quality and marketing. 
Training handout, Amharic. 
BoTIMD, 2015.

Market information system

Integrated market information 
system (IMIS). System man-
agement manual, English. 
BoTIMD, 2015.

Marketing and market informa-
tion collection and dissem-
ination. Training handout, 
Amharic. BoTIMD, 2015.

Marketing information system 
(MIS ) for horticultural prod-
ucts: Training of trainers 
manual, English. BoTIMD, 
2014.

Minimedia operations (concept, 
data collection and dissemi-
nation, press and electronic 
media preparation and use 
and PR). Training handout, 
Amharic. Amhara Regional 
Government Coordinating 
Office, 2014.

Needs assessment of market 
information service provi-
sion and plan of action in 
the Amhara region. English. 
BoTIMD, 2014.
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Radio and TV Media needs 
assessment and proposed 
communication strategies 
for market information provi-
sion in the Amhara Region. 
BoTIMD, 2014.

Value addition and 
business management

Entrepreneurship and busi-
ness management. Training 
handout, Amharic. BoTVED, 
2014.

Food processing and business 
plan preparation. Training 
handout, Amharic. BoTVED, 
2014.

Onion processing and prepa-
ration. Manual, Amharic. 
Mecha WoTVED, 2015.

Potato processing and prepa-
ration. Manual, Amharic. 
Mecha WoTVED, 2015.

Horticulture sector 
development

Amhara region horticulture de-
velopment strategy (2015–
2019). BoA, 2014.

Business development service 
(BDS). Training module, 
English & Amharic. ACSI, 
2014, 2015.

Koga pack house administration 
and business plan (draft). 
Operational manual, Amhar-
ic BoA, 2015.

Training needs assessment and 
feasibility study for upgrad-
ing the Bikolo Abay Horticul-
tural Training Center. Study 
report English. BoA, 2014.

Access to finance

Financial literacy. Training mod-
ule Amharic. ACSI, 2015.

M-Birr (two types). Manual, Am-
haric. ACSI, 2015.

Report on the assessment of 
gender balance family finan-
cial literacy training. Study 
report, English. ACSI, 2015.

Study on selected horticulture 
value chain finance in Me-
cha and Fogera woredas. 
Assessment report, English. 
ACSI, 2013.

Studies
Starch production, consumption, 

challenges and investment 
potentials in Ethiopia: The 
case of potato starch. Eng-
lish. Amhara Regional Agri-
cultural Research Institute/
Adet Agricultural Research 
Center, 2015.

Films
Documentary film on horticultural 

crops. Amharic, BoA, 2015.
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Survey reports 
Baseline survey for onion and 

potato. English. 2014.

Baseline survey for rice and 
maize. English. 2015.

Results survey for onion and 
potato. English. 2015.

Films
AgroBIG film. Amharic with Eng-

lish subtitles. 2016.

Five video clips on AgroBIG ac-
tivities. Amharic with English 
subtitles. 2016 (YouTube).

Study tour reports
Study tour on horticulture de-

velopment in Kenya. Report 
English. 2014.

Study tour on pilot warehouse 
receipt financing scheme 
for smallholder production 
of rice in the Fogera district, 
Tanzania. Report English. 
2015.

Study tour on rice and horticul-
ture development, Thailand. 
Report English. 2015.

Programme guidelines 
AgroBIG capacity building strat-

egy framework. Guideline, 
English. 2014.

Facilitation skills. Training hand-
out, English. 2014.

Monitoring and evaluation frame-
work. English. 2014.

Training needs assessment. 
Guideline, English. 2014.

Value chain development ap-
proach. Training handout, 
English. 2015.

Financial guidelines
Financial management (chan-

nel I). Guideline, English. 
BoFED/PSU. 2013.

Innovation, demonstration and 
research fund guideline, 
English & Amharic. 2013.

Loan fund guideline, English and 
Amharic. 2014. Coopera-
tives, RuSaCCOs.

Matching grant fund guideline. 
English and Amharic. 2013.

Paddy rice warehousing and 
marketing system opera-
tional guideline. English and 
Amharic. 2015.

Procurement (channel I). Guide-
line, English. BoFED/PSU. 
2013.

Value chain fund guideline. Eng-
lish and Amharic. 2013.

Programme reports
Annual report 2014. 

Annual report 2015.

Completion report of AgroBIG 
phase I. 2017.

Inception report 2013.

Production and marketing tech-
nologies supported by Agro-
BIG (2013–2016). Amharic/
English. PSU, 2016.

Quarterly reports 2013, 2014, 
2015 and 2016 (total of 10 
reports).

AgroBIG 
Programme 
Support Unit
Value chain studies
Maize value chain study. English. 

2015 (revised 2016).

Onion seed value chain study. 
English. 2014.

Onion value chain study. English. 
2013 (revised 2015 and 
2016).

Potato value chain study. Eng-
lish. 2013 (revised 2015 and 
2016).

Rice value chain study. English. 
2015 (revised 2016).

Gender and 
environmental studies
The assessment of soil con-

ditions for onion growing 
farmers in Koga irrigation 
area and recommendations 
on soil amendment. English. 
2015.

Environmental impact assess-
ment Mecha woreda. Eng-
lish. 2013.

Environmental impact assess-
ment Fogera woreda. Eng-
lish. 2013.

Gender study. English. 2013 
(revised 2014).

Other studies
Identification of the key bot-

tle-necks and appropriate 
technologies for the efficient 
handling, storage and trans-
port of onions and potatoes. 
English. 2015.

Possibilities for further process-
ing practices of onions and 
potatoes, and the potentials 
for introducing packaging 
and labelling. English. 2014.
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